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As Drinking Age Rises Across Nation,
Campus Fake IDs Increase, Too
If the events o f recent weeks are
any measure, the laws that have
pushed up the minimum legal
drinking age to 21 in many states
have resuscitated an old campus art
form: manufacturing fake iden
tification cards.
For example, two weeks ago
police charged 21 East Carolina
University students with 45 counts
o f counterfeiting drivers’ licenses
and selling them to people younger
than the legal drinking age o f 21.
Police believe some o f the false
IDs, configured to look like Ver
mont driver’s licenses, were sold to
high school students.
Police began the investigation when one of the counterfeit licenses
was found on the construction site
o f a new ECU classroom building.
At Marshall University in Hun
tin g to n , W . V a ., a student
newspaper study found students
saying it was still easy to buy li
quor, regardless o f their age. The
most common piethod was using
falsified driver’s licenses or college
IDs.
“ Ealse ip s ..are a lot more i
wfdeTpreaa ndw "because students
who have been allowed to drink for
the past two years now can’t do it,”
says Parthenon editor Burgetta
Eplin.
“ And few students have qualms
about breaking the law because few
of them agree with it.”
West Virginia, like all the states
in the union, was forced to raise its
minimum drinking age from 19 to
21 by a federal law which says
states that don’t comply will lose
millions in federal highway funds.
The first wave of new state laws
went into effect in 1984. West
Virginia’s became effective in Ju 
ly, 1986.
As o f August, only eight states
and the Distict o f Columbia had
refused to raise their legal drinking
ages.
In the rest o f the union, colleges
have had to make up ways to force
students—many o f w hom, of
course, are younger than age 2 1 to change their drinking habits.
Some have banned drinking
altogether. Others have made
fraternities and sororities hold dry

rushes, among other measures.
But some students aren’t giving
up their bottles so easily.
M arshall's Eplin says one
underaged student questioned in
the Parthenon survey convinced an
older friend to report his driver’s
license missing. The friend filled
out the necessary paperwork to ob
tain a new license, and gave it to
the 19-year-old, who returned it
with his own picture to the state
police o ffice.
The underaged student was
issued a license with his picture and
his older friend’s birthdate.
To control student drinking,
Yale began issuing “ drinking
cards” to students who were old
enough, but now some students
report there’s a brisk campus trade
in counterfeit drinking cards, too.
One unnamed student reports
’some campus, entrepreneurs are
producing phony drinking cards,
driver’s licenses add other fake IDs
on a personal computer, and then
selling them to underaged students.
“ Since September, we’ve had 20
or 25 cases o f false IDs.” says
William Laughlin, public safety
director at the University o f Maine
at Orno. “ But I don’t think drink
ing or the incidence o f fake IDs are
increasing.”
“ They were increasing several
years ago, but we came down hard
then and it leveled o ff,” Laughlin
says. Students using fakes can get
fines up to $500 and jail terms of
up to 90 days.
University o f Texas students
caught using fake ID face fines of
as much as $200. People who
manufacture the forgeries can get
five years in prison.
Nevertheless, Maine’s Laughlin
says he’s currently investigating a
tip that an on-campus group is
altering driver’s licenses from
Maine and several neighboring
states.
W ith or without rules, “ we get
a lot o f fake IDs here, maybe 10 a
week,” says Bill Cummings of
Bloomington Liquors, a store near
the Indiana University campus.
“ With many o f them, it’s impossible to detect they’re fake IDs,
but if the person carrvina it is
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caught, we can still get into
trouble.”
So cummings, like liquor store
owners in other college towns, is
fighting back.
His store employees go through
training sessions to learn to spot the
fake IDs. If a clerk suspects an ID
is phony, he asks the holder for his
or her year o f graduation, zodiac

sign, height or eye color.
“ Most people know these things
without having to stop and think
about it,” he says. “ If someone
hesitates, chances are teh ID is

fahe.”
Sometimes the counterfeits don’t
need exam ination, Cummings
notes. “ We still get some of the
worst and sloppiest fake IDs in

Robert Coover, a professor al Brown University and a winner of the William Faulkner Award, was
the guest speaker at last week’s fiction reading in Aquinas Lounge.

Awarding-winning Writer Speaks
to Students in Aquinas
by Kathy Buscher
Robert Coover was the guest
speaker at a fiction reading held in
Aquinas Lounge on Thursday
evening, December 4. A professor
in the writing program at Brown
University, Copver is also the
author o f nunrerous works o f fic
tion (including Gerald’s Party) and
a winner o f the William Faulkner
Award.
At a fiction reading, an author
reads aloud so that the audience

can learn how the creator original
ly intended his work to sound.
Coover read five selections, in
cluding two from his book In Bed
One Night and Other Brief En
counters. The title story, though
just one sentence lone, was read bv
Coover in ten minutes. Another
piece o f fiction was about an old
man sitting in the park, inspired by
a poem sent to Coover by a friend.
One o f the author’s books is call
ed A Night at the Movies, which is
set up like an actual visit to the

“ take All 12!”
R ead ab o u t th e new est R ock 'n R oll b an d on th e P C cam pus.
See page 19 o f th e F eatu res sectio n .
i ■
1

Bah, humbug!
G et in to th e C hristm as spirit
w ith T rinity R ep’s p roduction
o f the C hristm as C arol. Review
o n p age 15.

Reagan on the Defensive
W hy a re all the P resid en t’s m en getting w eird in N icaragua?
See the E d ito rial section for details.

here.”
The owner o f a bar near the
University o f Kansas, after being
fined by the state liquor board for
selling liquor to a minor holding a
fake ID, successfully sued for
underaged student for $500. He
says he filed the suit as a warning
to other minors thinking about us
ing false IDs to buy liquor.

movies: three feature films,
previews, cartoons, etc. Coover
chose to read the “ Intermission”
Story, which focused on one girl’s
experiences, causing much laughter
in the audience o f fifty.
A question and answer period |
followed the readings. When ask
ed where he gets his ideas from,
"Coover explained that he thinks of
plot first, then character. His
works are all based on interesting
metaphors—his ideas come out of,
little metaphors that grow and
spread.

Obese Student Sues Salve Regina
For Harassment
by Rob McGehee
An overweight student who was
recently dismissed from Salve
Regina College’s nursing program
may sue the school on some issues.
Sharon L. Russell has claimed
that she was “ tormented and
harassed” about her weight prior
to her dismissal.
On November 17th, U.S. District
Judge Bruce M. Selya ruled that
she could sue on the grounds that
the school violated an implied con
tract as well as invasion o f privacy

and emotional distress. However,
she may not sue over alleged
federal and constitutional viola
tions because Salve Regina is a
private school.
Information kept on file at the
college’s Health services unit states
that at the height of 5 feet 6 inches,
Russell's weight fluctuated between
305 and 315 pounds.
Russell, who entered Salve
Regina in 1982, is seeking 2 million
dollars in damages. Officials at the
college claim that they were only
trying to help when discussing her

weight problem and suggesting
weight loss programs.
Bruce Selya said that there
was...“ a tendency on the part of
the faculty members to employ
Russell in order to model hospital
procedures incident to the care of
obese patients and prolong lectures
and discussion about the desirabili
ty o f weight loss.”
These occurances have been
described as “ expressions o f con
cern” o r “ forthright statements of
school policy^ by officials at Salve
See ST U D E N T ,

Continued on pg. 3
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Club Notes
The Chaplains office and the
Pastoral Council would like to take
this opportunity to thank everyone
fo r th e very b e a u tifu l and
demonstrative way that you said
“ T h a n k s” at T hanksgiving.
Because o f your generosity, we
were able to send money and nonperishable foods to hungry people
in the immediate Providence area.
We’ve collected a grand total so
far o f $3,290.17. We received
$575.17 in donations and $2,715.00
from the meals that were skipped
at Raymond Cafe. This money has
been sent out to: Amos House,
McCauley House, St. Martin De
Porres Center, Catholic Social Ser
vices, Capitol Hill Interaction
Council, St. Anthony Bread Fund,
and Covenant House. The nonperishable foods were sent to St.
Martin De Porres Center, where

there is a food bank for people in
need.
We thank you for sharing with
others through this annual fast.
We would also like to thank the
students who repaired the broken
wire on our Christmas tree.
On Friday, February 6, the
Rhode Island Special Olympics will
be holding their annual Sports
Celebrity Night at the Civic Center.
In the past, sports celebrities such
as the Boston Celtics, New England
Patriots and Sugar Ray Leonard
have participated for the benefit of
Special Oylmpics. All you need to
do is volunteer to work the booths
o f chance and afterwards, meet the
stars. If interested please drop a
note in the Pastoral Council office
o r attend the in fo rm atio n al
meeting; date to be announced.
Come out and meet the stars!

Congress News
The Student Congress would like
the students to be considerate in the
library especially during finals. The
Congress has taken steps so that the
library is kept open later hours. It’s
now all up to you. Your actions in
the library will determine its fate.
Please be considerate.
The finance committee is receiv
ing responses to its study feasibili
ty of raising the student activity fee.
Results to be printed later.
The minority board o f student
affairs is compiling a study on the
amount of minorities attending
Providence College. This will then

be presented to the administration
for adjustments.
The K o f C is raffling off a li
quor basket. Why not give it a
shot?
The Student Congress would like
to remind everyone o f the Annual
Christmas festival that will take
place in Peterson Rec. Center this
Saturday and Sunday only with all
the Christmas shopping to be done,
we hope all will take advantage of
this festive occasion!!
Wishing the best o f luck on ex
ams and a safe and happy holiday
to all!

Christmas Festival Set
For This Weekend
The Third Annual Providence
College Christmas Festival will be
held on Saturday and Sunday,
December 13th and 14th from
10:00 a.m . to 5:00 p.m. at the
Peterson Recreation Center on the
Providence College Campus.
This year’s festival will feature
over 100 craftsmen and vendors,
plus a variety o f food and con
tinuous entertainment. Special At
tractions this year include a guest
appearance by Carolyn Fox from
W HJY- Radio, a “ Dunk the
C lo w n ” dunk in g b o o th , a
cheerleading exhibition, and a
drawing contest. Santa will be there

for the kids along with balloons
and face painting.
On Saturday December 13th at
2 p.m. an Auction will be held on
the main floor o f the festival. There
will be many fun and unique items
for everyone to bid on!
Admission to the festival will be
adults $1.00, senior citizens, $.75,
children, $.50, children under tenFREE! Proceeds in part to benefit
the Meeting Street School.
For more information call Bet
sy Dougherty at 617-922-9988 or
Jayne Panarello at Meeting Street
School, 438-9500.

CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL HOUR
Listen to WD0M 91.3 FM
for clues to win $100!!!

Thursday - Friday
•.
4-5 p.m,

Students enjoyed drinking and dancing, as well as sitting down, at the Christmas festival held last Fri
day in Raymond H ail. (Cowl photo by Matt Dooley)

School of Continuing Ed
Offers New Spring Courses
“ Mills, Mansions, and Malls: A
Social History o f Providence Ar
chitecture” is just one o f the new
courses being offered for the
spring, 1986 semester by the Pro
vidence College School of Continu
ing Education.
The course.will study how the ar
chitectural styles.of the East Side,
the downtown commercial district,
Federal Hill, Elmwood, and the
surrounding suburbs reflect the
changing lifestyles and aspirations
o f generations o f urban dwellers
from diverse ethnic and social
cultures.
“ Whole Language,” a multi
dimensional approach to teaching
English as a second language, will
explore the philosophy and pro
cedures o f the holistic teaching of
English as it applies to reading,
writing, and other language arts at
the elementary level. The course is
geared toward the achievement of
functional literacy for immigrants.
Students in “ Orinthology: Birds
in Rhode Island” will learn to iden
tify many o f the state’s over 300

species of birds through field marks
and songs. An introduction to the
anatomy, physiology, behavior and
classification o f birds will be of
fered. Saturday morning field trips
in April and May to birding loca
tions in the state will be an integral
part of the course.
“ Intensive Elementary Modern
Chinese” will introduce the basics
o f vernacular Mandarian Chinese.
Listening, speaking, reading and
writing will be equally emphasized.
(Note: this course will meet twice
weekly.)
A five-week workshop on “ Ad
vanced Option Strategies” will
cover a wide range o f option
strategies, including synthetic
stock, combinations, staddles,
spreads, covered writing, and in
sured stock. The one-credit
workshop is designed for in
dividuals with a thorough familiari
ty o f the stock market and a basic
knowledge o f options.
“ Florence and the Florentines:
An Informed Traveler’s Introduc
tion” will provide both those plan

ning a trip to the famous Italian c
ty and those who simply wish i
learn more about it with a look .
Florence as a living museum of tl
Renaissance and a modern cent<
o f fashion and education. T1
course will discuss the contribi
tions by Florence to Wester
culture by examining its histor;
politics, art and people.
Registration for these and If
other liberal arts courses in ar
English, business, history, scienc
education and religious studies w
be held from December 15, 19£
through the first week o f classe
which begin on January 26, 198'
Unless otherwise noted, evenir
classes meet once each week froi
7:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m ., Monda
through Thursday. Late afternoc
classes meet from 4:00 p.m. to 6:3
p.m . Monday through Thursda;
and Saturday morning classes me
from 9:30 a.m . to 12:00 p.m. Fc
more information, contact PC
School of Continuing Education ;
865-2487.

Debate Team Will Compete
in World Championships

by Kim Rainis

from the U .S.S.R., Africa, China
and others from throughout
On December 28, the debate
Europe. The eighteen American
team from Providence College will
teams are comprised o f those from
depart for the World Debate
the East coast which are considered
Championships in Dublin, Ireland.
Division I Debate Teams such as
Serena Gallagher, Mike Fitzgerald,
Yale, Harvard and Dartmouth.
Mark Pasquale, and Debate Club
“ There is hardly any time to
President, Ann Marie Matosky, all
prepare for the subjects which are
seniors, will serve as the team
assigned to us,” states Ann Marie
representing PC.
Matosky.
The competition, which runs
“Seeing that we must use the
from D ecem ber 28 through (
British/Irish debating style, we on
January 5, will pit the winners of
ly have ten minutes prior to actual
th e A m erican P arliam entary
debate to decide our team’s stance
Debate Competition against teams

according to the issue and state oi
opinions.”
The team will be judged on the
statements and their style an
scored accordingly. The team wit
the highest score at the end o f t)
eight-day competition will be tf
winner. Due to the internation,
flavor o f this competition, muc
press coverage will surround tl
event.
“ We are aiming for the cover <
Time magazine, joked Matosk.
who added that the entire team
very excited about the trip.

Modern 1 and 2 bedroom
Apartments leasing for 2nd
semester and June of 1987.
FROM $330 A MONTH
274-0474

During these hours listen to win
free pizzas and receive clues to find
$100 in Peterson Rec. Center
on Sunday, December 14.
jg.;

738-6918/728-9518
WESTMORE ASSOCIATES
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NEWS
Not Quite
Front Page
M ajority o f Collegians in 3 States Believe in Creationism
In a poH. o f 1000, Texas, California and Connecticut students, IJ
Texas at Arlington Prof. Francis H arrold found a third of the student!
believed in aliens, Big Foot and the lost city of Atlantis.
Harrold noted the students who believed in creationism — the theor;
that God created the universe in seven days — also tended to reac
less and had lower GPAs than other students.
Auditors Blast the Ways Mississipi and Wiscon Compauses
Are Managed
In Mississippi, an audit last week said state CoUegeBoard member:
spend too much on personal comfort from 1981 to 1983, including
expense account family visits to antebellum homes, “ too man;
seminars” and elaborate meetings at a posh Memphis hotel.
Wisconsin’s Legislative Audit Bureau separately charged ad
ministrators had not provided “ effective leadership in managing th<
university.”
But UW President Kenneth Shaw said the regents already havi
adopted new policies designed to remedy the problems cited in th<
audit.
Baylor, Drew Reprimand Students For Anti-gay ‘Jokes’
Baylor President Herbert Reynolds, who during the recent Welcom:
Week asserted there was no homosexuality at Baylor, last week told
two dorm residents to stop making and selling “ Herb Says No
Homos” T shirts to help fund their “ group” , ZAQ, which stands
for “ Zoo Against Queers.”
In New Jersey, a Drew U judicial board ruled the editors of
“ Anything But M onday,” a campus satirical magazine, had violated
the campus human rights policy by making fun o f gays, blacks, women
and various religious groups.
“ It’s acomedy magazine,” co-editor Frank Nora said. “ Wereally
didn’t think anyone would take us seriously.”

Phillips Memorial Buys
PC-Laser Library
The Phillips Memorial Library
recently acquired the PC-Laser,
Library with book funds from the
MBA program. The single compact
disk contains disk images ,pf 17S
floppy diskettes including over
1200 public domain and usersupported programs for the IBMPC and compatibles.
To get copies of individual pro
grams, bring a formatted diskette
to the reference desk with a request
for the name or keyword o f the
program you want copied. The
diskette should also bear the re
questor’s name to distinguish it
from other diskettes. The reference
desk has a copy o f the PC-SIG

(Personal Computer-Software In
terest Group) library which can
serve as a source o f information
about available programs. This
book catalogs the diskette collec
tion o f the PC-SIG library in
California. As the compact disk
. was mastered using the collection
from the New York Software In
terest Group, the diskette numbers
and the organization o f the pro; grairts'will differ'. The contents-of
the two libraries should be pretty
similar however. Requestors may
pick up their diskettes at the
reference desk in the afternoon of
the day following their request.

Library Hours Extended
For Reading Period
Thursday, Friday, December 11, 12...............................8 am - 1 am
Saturday, December 13....... ...... ................................ 8 am - midnight
Sunday, December 14........................................................ 9 am - 1 am
Monday, December 15 - Thursday, December 18.......8 am - 1 am
Friday, December 19...................................................8 am - midnight
Saturday, December 20..................................................... 9 am - 5 pm

★ STUDENT
from page 1
Regina and as “ torment” and
“ humiliation” on Russell’s side.
Much o f the problem with at
tempts at forming a law suit against
the school has to do with the fact
that Salve Regina is a private in
stitution and does not recieve direct
financing from the government and
therefore is immune to the equal
p ro te c tio n
clause
o f the
constitution.
Salve Regina is run by the

Roman Catholic Sisters o f Mercy
who claim that they have every
right to set health standards and
medical qualifications for their
students.
While the Roman Catholic
Sisters o f Mercy can base their
defense on this philosophy U.S.
District Judge Selya has only
dismissed some o f Russell’s claims
in a motion by the college for sum
mary judgment, to dismiss the case.
The college is still subject to some
provisions o f the anti discrimina
tion law and other clauses in the
constitution.

The annual set-up of the Nativity scene has been a PC tradition for years. The scene will be on display
during final exams.

Las Vegas Nite Returns
on Parents’ Weekend
Class o f 1987 President Matt
Adams announced this week the
return of Las Vegas Nite, on Fri
day February 6,1987, during
Parents’ Weekend.
“ This will be the best one we’ve
had,” said the senior president in
reference to his classes’ third such
event.
Among changes planned for this
year’s Vegas Nite are an arcade in
’64 Hall and a nine piece jazz band
in lower Slavin. Also added to this
year’s event will be a coat check,
a free hotel shuttle service, a special
VjP lounge and a New Orleans
style cafe.

Once again Las Vegas Nite will
feature a full “ Vegas” casino with
over thirty black tables, wheels,
dice and poker, as well as the
“ poor man’s pub” , and a full
menued restaurant.
Adams said the addition o f the
arcade in ’64 Hall is expected to
take some pressure away from the
casino. Adams also noted that due
to fire regulations, the number of
tickets available will be limited.
“ Usually we sell out immediate
ly, but even so, lines still form out
side,” said Adams o f the event’s
popularity.
The event needs over 150

workers in order for the even, to
run smoothly, and the senior presi
dent said that all volunteers will
receive a Vegas shirt, an invitation
to the Vegas workers’ party, en
trance to the hospitality lounge and
an invitation to a post-Vegas
catered meal. A training session for
anyone who would like to work
Vegas Nite is planned for Thurs
day, January 22, at 7:30 p.m. in
Slavin pit.
“ This will be a huge event, cer
tainly the biggest event on campus
this year,” said Adams, adding
that the evening will be a
“ guaranteed good time.”

THE OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL
LIFE
is now accepting applications for
R E S ID E N T A S S IS T A N T
Positions available next fall.
We are looking for students who are creative, energetic
leaders — commitment, availability, understanding peo
ple, good listening and organizational skills are all
qualities that make up a good candidate. Applying for
this position means you are ready to accept the
challenge of learning about yourself and, most of all,
knowing and meeting all types of other people.
Applications are available in the Office of
Residential Life, 201 Joseph Hall.

DEADLINE FOR SUBM ITTING APPLICATIONS
IS FEBRUARY 6, 1987 A T 4:00 P.M.
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How The Residents Stole Christmas
The commuters al P.C . liked each other a lot.
But the resident*, who lived just east of
Siavin. did NOT!.
They disliked commuters, through fall and spr:
ing season.
Now. please don't ask why. no one quite
knows the reason.
It could be. perhaps, that their speech wasn't
clear.
It could be the fact that they didn't live
But 1 think that the most likely reason of all.
may have been that their checkbooks were 6
digits too small!
But. whatever the reason that formed these
two foes.
The “ Grotto Beach" bunch labeled com
muters "Mondos'’ !
Staring down from their dorms- in a sour, nas
ty **y
at the warm lighted windows o f Mon do

i Cafe

For they knew every commuter, with a smile ol

was preparing Tor ihe thrtslm as-eve mixer
tonight.
*
s ,'
"They’ll be swarming the campus!" they
snarled with a sneer.
'
"Tonight is OUR mtxea ... they've no
RIGHT to be here!”
Then a Friars' Club member spoke, nervously
mumbling.
"W e must find some way to.kcfp Mondos
from coming!"
~
r■ ' ■
For tonight, he knew-well, they’d pull up in
their Fords;
they'd come in their Dalsuns. their Honda
Accords.
Then the Mondos. young and old. would go
into the " ra t" .
They'd find their own table; they would
drink, they would chat.
They'd s u n to relax, they'd begin to fit in.
which was something the residents felt sure
And then they'd do something which was liked
least of all.
The Moodos al school, the tall and the small
would think they were equal!!! They'd start to
converse
with (he residents THEMSELVES What
could be WORST.?
And the more the residents thought o f this
"Mondo-feasling"
th e more that they thought.-W e muststop
this whole tiring!”
"W hy. for ataly-six years we've put up with
them now!"
Wc must stop Mondos from coming!” But

how?

Then they got an "awesome” idea
The resident got a wonderful, AWESOME
idea!
fromDore**
*° d o " ',rowU:d * freshman
If we make them self-conscious they'll come
back no more!”

" It won't be that hard, we've done it
before."
"W e need double itandards", the residents
looked around,
but since none were existent, they weren't to
be found.
Did that stop the residents? NO! They all
simply said,
" If we can't FINDsome rules, we'll MAKE
some instead!"
So they scrounged up some paper and put it id
stacks,
and they took some old boxes and Tilled
them with ttcks.
Then they filled a container with pencils and
with pens,
and loaded it all in their Mercedes-Benz.
Then they starieij the car, and sped quickly
away
to their mission 'cross campus; to Parking
Lot "A "
it was gtitinf dark now, quiet snow filled the
when they reached the first part ofJbeSr lijiile
affair.
"This is stop number one' . the FrfgY member
and he climbed out the door with bags in his
fist.
Then the rest piled out. An unpleasant sight!
But if they did it all year they could do it
tonight.
They got stuck only once, for a moment or
Then they popped their heads out o f there
A lot full of spaces, for commuters you know.
"These vacancies", they grinned "are the
FIRST things to go!"
Then they slithered and slunk, with smiles
around the whole parking lot, and they set
up their signs.
RESIDENT PARKING! NO ONE ELSE
MAY BE HERE!
COMMUTERS TAKE NOTICE! PARK IN
TH E REAR!
And when they had finished, as quick as a
flash
.:
they stuffed all the leftover signs in the trasli..
Then they slunk to the Rathskellar not making
a sound.
They got to the doors and searched all
around
for some place on the wall to post their new
rule.
cn jd >y° ne m‘*h l **r<e lhis rule was quite

tSSSStmgD O lL * “ s aGm™
COMMUTERS PAY TW ICE THAT!
THEN PICK UP YOUR STAR!
Yes! they brought YELLOW STARS for the
commuters to wear!

fordsU,« r ' ChUCl;led *** clucked' " How easy

FP-iftFfj

cfwe /

Their intentions were heartless; their
message was clew!
Then that Friar went slinking towards the back
o f the " ra t” .
• With a ll the appeal of a vampire bat!
No, he was not very charming. His heart was
quite Mack.
His face, if he smiled, would probably
CRACK!
But he set up his chairs which were smashed
quite a bit
"These chairs", laughed the Friar, "A re for
MONDOS to sit!"
"A nd don’t let them into the restrooms!" said
he.
” U t them go to a CAS STATION! Or
perhaps FIND A TREE.!"
And just when they thought they had com
pleted their call
o fa M S,rUCk W',h ,heir Iowesl and worst blow

CLASS OF

’89 „ ’90
A re you thinking about teaching as a
career choice?
All students interested in secondary education or
special education/elementary education must ob
tain acceptable scores on the PPST (Preprofes
sional Skills Test) before they are formally ac
cepted into the program or major.

W H AT: P SST
WHEN: Saturday, January 24
8:00 a m -l:0 0 pm
WHERE: Harkins 326
CO S T: S30
All s tu d e n ts wishing to ta k e th e t e s t m u s t re g ister
w ith M rs. D a n ie ls, H a rk in s 3 6 7 , B EFO RE
DECEMBER 1 8 th . The $ 3 0 re gistration fe e M U ST
b e paid a t th a t tim e.

“ Let's form a dress code!" one senior did
"W e'll think one up quick and tell them by
So they took a few moments to gather their
thoughts,
then tossed around different ideas of all
But when they were ready to make their first
call,
the dick o f high heels could be heard from
the hall!
J
They turned around last and were caught in
the act
by little MONDO LOU a commuter, in fact!
He stared at the residents and said, "Hey guys,
why?"
“ Why are you huddled around the phone
like that. WHY?"
But you know those residents were so smart
and so slick,
they thought up a LIE and they thought it
up QUICK!
"W hy you sweet little M ondo", the residents
lied.
“ We're calling commuters from north to
south side".
“ To get them to come to our Christmas-eve
party",
"to make sure they're here early, and not to
And thieir fib fooled the Mondo. Then they
brought him to the bar
and they got him a drink, then look him to
his car!
And when little Mondo Lou was away with his
they went to the phones and called com
muters up.
When their work was completed, the residents
in a dash
cleaned themselves up and were out in a
flash!
It was a quarter past dusk, all the Mondos still
afar,
all the Mondos still not here, when they pil
ed in their car.
As they started it up they heard a strange hum
ming.
It sounded like car engines... THE MON
DOS WERE COMING!
They panicked at first like children caught
stealing.
They raced out o f there with Pirelli tires
squealing!
Three thousand feel up! Up the side of the
quad.
They rode to the lip-top to gloat, and laugh
hard
"Pooh-pooh to the M ondos!". the Friar was
boasting
"They're finding out now all the rules we've
been posting!"

"They’re just going in! I know JUST whj
ihey’ll do!"
"Their mouths will hang open for a minui
or iw o!'"
"Then those Mondos in the " ra t" will all cr
BOO HOO!"
"T hai's a noise", grinned a resident "that wi
simply MUST HEAR!"
so they paused... and cash resident put i
hand to his ear.
And they D ll) hear a sound rising oscr thi
It started in low. then it started to CHOW!
Rut this Yound wasn't sad. Why this sound

arandtd a m *1 -

It COULDN'T be so but it WAS
merry..VERY!
They stared down at Slavin. The residents pop
ped their eyes.
Then they shook! What they saw was a
shocking surprise!
Every Mondo down in Slavin, the tall and the
small
was LAUGHINC! Without ANY DIGNITY
AT ALL!
They hadn't stopped Mondos from coming
they CAME!
somehow or other, they came just the same,
i^nd the residents, with their untied shoes ice
cold in the snow,
stood puzzling and puzzling. "How could it
be so?"
"They came without use of the restrooms or
bar!”
They paid TWICE THE ADMISSION and
were forced to wear STARS!"
"They came without breadsticks. spaghetti or
"They came without Jordachc! Sergio!
Calvin Klein!"
"They came without lipstick! Mascara! Gold
"They came without pants that fit with great
And they puzzled and puzzled 'till their
Then the resideru thought of something
they had not before"
"Maybe commuters", they thought, "A ren’t
the sole source of SIN!"
"Maybe commuters ...PERHAPS would
just like to FIT IN!"
And what happened then? Well at P C (hey
say.
each resident's small heart grew three sizes
And then the true meaning of companionship
came through
and the residents found the strength of TEN
preppies... plus two!
And the minute their hearts didn't feel quite so
tight
they whizzed to the " ra t" in the dim evening
light!
TYiey (led to the doors like eagles in flight
and tore down the rules they had put up that
night.
They opened the restrooms for everyone's use!
They served commuters at the bar without
They tore off those stars and threw them away
and refunded the commuters for admission
that day.
Yes! They broke with the rules of the old
and erased from their hearts the word,
"M ondo".
Oh, Even the residents Irom New Jersey were
there.
And he himself. THE FRIAR, paid for the
commuters beer’
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Get IN S TA N T CASH
for Your Textbooks!
'Barnes & Noble^
will pay you up to
' 50#o of your
^purchase price!^

Here are a few examples of
titles and prices we pay:
NEW

'Aristotle
Fow ler
Hughes
1Davis
D u m on t
Kotler

Business C o m m u n ica tion s '85
Principles o f Marketing '86-3d ed

Kroenke
Mansfield
M a yo
Freund

Business C o m p u te rs System s S p ec , ed '8<
Principles o f M icro econo m ics '86 5th ed
Finance: A n Introduction '86 2 nd ed
Elem entary Business Statistics '82-5th ed

N icom achean Ethics '62
Little -B ro w n Han d b o ok '86-3rd ed
Business '8 5 -2 n d ed
W o rld of Bio lo gy '86-3rd ed

Bobbs-M errill
Little-Brow n
H o u gh to n Mifflin
Saunders (H R W )
Little B row n
Prentice-Hall
Mitchell
Norton
Dryden (Irw in)
Prentice H.

$8.00
$14.95
$32.00
$39.95
$30.90
$38.75
$31.00
$19.95
$ 3 8 .9 5 '
$38.95

Rem em ber, this is a partial list. See yo u at the Bookstore, finals week!
T h e Bookstore hours are the following: M o n d a y -Th u rs d a y 9 :A M . til 5:00
Friday

9 :A M . til 3:45

Sa tu rd ay 10: A M til 2:00

Happy Holidays!
You can gel CASH ON THE SPOT
when you sell your textbooks to
Barnes & Noble. We’ll pay you too
prices— UP TO 50% of your purchase
price!
The best time to sell is right after
your final exams, ju s t bring your
books tr the cam pus bookstore!

We look forward to seeing you.

Providence College Bookstore
SLAVIN STUDENT CENTER

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND 02918
A Service of

Barnes &Noble

USED
(Buyback Price)
$4.00
$7.50
$16.50

$20.00
$15.45
$19.35
$15.50

$ 10.00
$19.50
$19.50
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EDITORIALS
Better Managing Needed at
Peterson Rec.
T h e P e terso n R ecreation C en ter has th e p o ten tial to be one
o f th e m o st relaxing spo ts o n c am p u s. T h e facility o ffers
students the o p p o rtu n ity to use a jogging track, tennis, basket
ball and ra q u e tb a ll co u rts a n d a variety o f w eight trainning
facilities. W ith a little b etter m anagem ent, the Rec C enter could
becom e an even b e tte r p lace fo r th e stu d en ts to get in shape.
A m ong th e freq u en t com p lain ts b ro u g h t up include th e way
th a t intersch o lastic a th letes in terfere w ith stu d en t w orkouts.
A stu d en t o n th e track is often in te rru p te d from his jogging
ro u tin e by ball p layers a n d H arrie rs w ho m ak e joggers dodge
in and o u t o f lanes b ecause th ey fin d it n ecessary to ru n in d if
ferent d irectio n s o n th e track . T h e m anag em net o f th e Rec.
C e n te r should u rg e th e a th letes to be m o re cou rteo u s and
sh o u ld lo o k in to setting asid e lanes fo r athletes a t practice.
“ R u n ” , “ J o g ” , an d “ W alk ” lanes sh o u ld also b e enforced
d u rin g q u ieter h o u r s ,. . ,0.
R egulations to im prove conditions in the weight room s Would
also be w elcom ed. S tu d en ts find it d ifficu lt to use,the cro w d 
ed N autilus facilities w hen entire intersch o lastic squ ad s are
w orking o u t in them .. It w ould be a very good idea to set aside
ho u rs for tho se team s and publicize th e h ours th e room s w ould
be closed to stu d en ts. T h is w ould m ak e life easier f6 r all in
volved an d w o u ld save lo ts o f valuable p ractice tijne fo r the
team s as it w o u ld rid t^iem o f any in te rru p tio n s caused by
stu d en ts.
In tra m u ra l-sp o rts should a lso be figured in to th e p lanning 1
o f the P eterson Rec. h ours. R unners som etim es find themselves,
tw isting a n d tu rn in g to a v o id o n co m in g m em bers o f th e track
team , w hile sim ultaneously ju m p in g to av o id a loose bask et
ball from a n in tram u ral gam e. W hile this is a u nique a n d m or6
aero b ic w ay to c om plete a tw o m ile ru n , it is n ot very safe a nd
it angers th o se w ho m erely w ant a sim ple jogging routine
com pleted.
A few m in o r chan g es co u ld surely m ake P eterson a better
place to be. T h e s ta f f o f th e R ecreation C en ter should be kept
info rm ed o f th e co ach es’ practice schedule so th a t they can let
th e stu d en t b o d y know the b est tim es to com e to th e gym. This
w ould n o t o n ly be a c o u rteo u s th in g to d o , b u t w ould be a wise
step ta k en to prevent in ju ry . N eith er v arsity athletes nor
stu d en ts can fully utilize an o v er crow ded facility, a n d with
a little b e tte r co m m u n icatio n , th ey w o n ’t have to.
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All the President’s Men are
Getting Weird in Nicaragua
This is serious stuff, so this arti
cle must be written with Bob
Dylan’s “ Highway 61” on the
turntable (no* I’m not greatly ex
cited about Bruce’s new live,
album). Okay, we’re set.
Last time I ragged on Ronald
Reagan’s secret policy in Iran, and
' now it turns o ut that some o f the
president’s boys have been illegal
ly supporting the contras in
N icaragua. A lso, som e new
developments concerning the ship
ment o f arms to Iran indicate that
the president and/or members of
h is. administration have violated
several laws.
It appears that upwards o f 100
million dollars worth o f arms, in
the form of TOW missies and
Hawk parts, were Secretly shipped
to Tehran. The CIA opened a Swiss
bank account and deposited money
in it that Iran paid for the arms.
This money was then used to sup
port the co n tra war against
N icaragua’s
Sandinista
government.
Time how to accuse anyone and
everyone o f anything and
everything. First o f all, Ronald
Reagan says he knew nothing
about the secret support o f the con
tras, and as a token gesture he fired
Lt. Col. Oliver North. No good,
Ron. I personally don’t buy that
crap, and if he honestly did not
know what was going on in his own
administration, then he’s even
more o f an idiot than he’s already
made himself out to be. Reagan
said he didn't know about the
Carter debate papers that wound
up on Bill Casey’s desk in 1984,
and that, I’m sure, was a lie. This
country can’t have a president who
doesn’t know a damn thing that’s
going on in his own house. Ronnie
knew full well that money was be
ing illegally transferred to the con
tras, and I think he was behind it
because I know how much he sup
ports the so-called freedom fighters
in Nicaragua. When Congress pass
ed the contra-aid bill last month,
the agreement was that 100 million
dollars would be given to the con
tras, and some of the money would
have to be used for non-military
necessities. Now it looks like
Reagan wasn’t satisfied with that,
so he stepped out o f bounds.
Reagan also told the press that
he thought what he’d done in Iran
was right. Sure it was, and if I kid
napped my friend “ Muddy” Wolf,

By Robert P . Toole
would the American government
give me a couple o f missies for his
safe return?
_ John Poindexter and Donald
Regan are next. Along with
Reagan, they thought the project
was right because three American
hostages were released. Maybe they
haven’t been reading the papers,
but three more hostages have
recently been taken. So we’re back
to zero again. These men are stupid
to think they’ve accomplished
something. I’m sure people in Iran
were saying to themselves not too
long ago: “ Hey, man, we’re getting
lots o f dough, so lets release a
hostage, and then next week we’ll
take another one.” Poindexter
should be so luckly to die like
Mussolini did.
Regan’s a whole other story.
Two months ago he said nothing
goes on without his knowledge of
it. Now he says he was in the dark
concerning all this. What is this,
one month he’s all-knowing, and
the next he’s deaf, dumb and
blind? Regan is an experienced
businessman, not someone who
should be associated with politics.
Regan should be fired and then put
on a space-shot launched for the
purpose o f ridding this country of
old hacks who don’t know the dif
ference between Wall Street and
Pennsylvania Avenue.
Oliver North, the man who was
in charge o f seeing to it that the
money in the Swiss bank account
reached the contras, has, in the past
week, been called a patriot by
President Reagan. He’s been label
ed this because he followed orders
without questioning them. I have
a question for both Mr. North and
Mr. Reagan. Mr. North, do you
know anything about morality?
Have you ever considered the
nature o f the order you’ve been
given? And, Mr. Reagan, you
realize that what Oliver-North was
doing violated the Constitution,
and therefore he’s a patriot? This
whole thing is illogical and slimey,
and 1 hope the president pays dear
ly for it all.
My final accusations are reserv
ed for Robert McFarlane, who has
always been a sneaky and
detestable fellow. And as for Bill
Casey, the CIA Director, he’s so
dishonest and corrupt he makes
Richard f^ixon look like one of the
Hardy boys,
Finally, there’s George Bush,

who, in the beginning o f all this,
saw, heard, and spoke no evil. Bull.
How could something like this go
on without the president and vice
nresident knowing? It tells you
something about the Reagan ad
ministration. Georgie Porgie Bush
knew exactly what was going on,
and I’m sure we’ll find that out
scion enough in the Washington
Post and the New York Times. I
hope Mr. Bush realizes that he has
blown any chance he had of
becoming president in 1988.1 don’t
even think he’ll get the Republican
nom ination after this. Bush,
Richard Secord and Donald Regan
should go on prime time television
as the new Three Stooges, if they
know what’s good for them. On
November 4th, 1988, if you look
closely you’ll be able to see George
Bush’s limp body floating down
the Potomac River.
What laws were violated in all
this confusion? The Arms Export
Control Act, for one. It says that
any shipment of arms in excess of
14 million dollars must be licensed
by the State Department. Obvious
ly, the arms shipment to Iran was
not approved by anybody but Bill
Casey, North, Poindexter and
Bush Reagan, probably. Also, the
National Security Act seems to
have been violated. This act states
that Congress be notified o f covert
operations in a “ timely” fashion.
There is a debate as to what “ time
ly” constitutes, b ut this thing with
Iran was going on for eighteen
months. Congress just found out
about three weeks or so ago, and
that is certainly not “ timely” . 1
wonder what else Reagan and his
boys can violate.
This whole thing stinks, and 1
really feel bad about it. I hate hav
ing a government where lying is a
standard thing. I also hate having
a president who doesn’t know what
what the hell is going on with his
foreign policy. I can’t wait to see
Gary Hart clean up in 1988.
Now, it’s time to relax, put on
the “ Sick Weekend Tunes” tape,
and get ready to go out tonight. It
is Friday, you know, and I promise
it will be a sick weekend’WFall'involved. That’s if you are involved
with me, of course. Oh, and thanks
to Paddy Laurance for her nice
comments!
Robert P. Toole is a member o f the
Class o f '89 and an English Major.
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COMMENTARY
I

Technology and the Increase
of Unemployables
Joseph L . Lennon, O .P .

Rhode Island is beating the
bushes for workers. Electric Boat’s
manager o f human resources,
Richard Keenan, says, “ We prefer
skilled workers, but we’ll take the
unskilled and train them ourselves”
(Providence Journal, November 9).
But where will M r. Keenan find
the trainable people Electric Boat
needs? Do Americans have, as
former Harpers editor, John
Fischer, tags it, “ a stupidity pro
blem?” Is there enough brain
power in the general population to
keep our highly technological socie
ty running smoothly? Are the
developed countries building
themselves, unintentionally and
without quite realizing it, the kind
o f society in which the assortment
o f jobs which need to be done is
out o f kilter with the natural
distribution o f brains or native
ability.
Until fairly recently-say, a cou
ple of generations ago- every socie
ty in the world had plenty of jobs
for low I.Q . people. They could
herd sheep, pick cotton, dig ditches
(the Erie Canal was dug with
spades); they could “ h’ist that bale
and tote that load.” Nearly all the
earth’s work called for strong
backs-for drawers of water and
hewers of wood.
Jobs demanding high intelligence
were limited; most communities
had room for only a few physi
cians,
clergym en,
lawyers,
engineers, captains o f industry; or
scientists (90 percent of all scientists
taht ever lived, live in this era). As
a result, bright people, deprived of
work to challenge and shanien their
talents, were frustrated. Even to
day, many high-ability toilers in
undeveloped countries are engag
ed in hauling nets, throwing the
shuttle on hand looms, sweeping
streets and winnowing grain with a

handbasket. When transported to
an opportunity-rich American en
vironment, they become success
stories.
“ Ceteris paribus,” success and
intelligence go hand in handalthough in today’s demanding
world, one does not get very far
unless he has a combination of
brains, persistence, a mature emo
tional outlook, and, of course, a
sound basic education.
In technological societies, mus
cle is obsolete. Anything muscle
can do, machines can do better.
The number of low I.Q . scores is
dwindling daily. Migrant farm
labor may still be used, but no
farmer wants to entrust $50,000
worth o f complex agricultural
machinery o an untrained farm
hand.
This permanent dejobbing o f the
slow-witted is different from the
problem
of
technological
unemployment-machines replacing
humans. W orkers ousted by
machines were smart enough in the
first place to learn a complicated
skill; so they are presumably smart
enough to learn something else. But
approximately 22 percent of the
population lack the intelligence to
absorb a training requiring com
plex associations or somewhat pro
longed attention.
Average-intelligence people can
perform 75 percent of the jobs
available in industrial Westernized
societies. Below-average persons
can sometimes compensate for
their handicap by hard work and
determination. But the hard fact re
mains that society doesn’t have
jobs for certain types of people, in
the kind of technological society in
which wfe live, the number of
unemployables is bound to grow.
M e anw hile, an increasing
number o f high-skill jobs will re
main empty- not enough people

with intelligence and training to fill
them. The chief characteristic of
this “ Overdeveloped Society” will
be a permanent surplus o f some
■ kinds of workers, with a permanent
shortage of others- accompanied by
the constant complaint that com
petent recruits simply, can’t be
found.
Man has achieved his dominance
of the earth by making use o f his
colosal brain power to control his
environment and ultimately ensure
his own survival. Already we have
developed a technology which
seems to be several stages ahead of
our mental, moral and political
capabilities. While trying to catch
up, we seem to be falling behind.
Ho w to make best use of the
talents o f all citizens- the brightest
and the dullest-that is the challenge.
T o meet it, we need to expand
dropout-prevention programs,
place greater emphasis on higherorder thinking skills, search out
and stimulate the smartest among
disadvantaged minorities, and in
crease the availability of preschool
and early-intervention programs
for children whose parents are
poorly educated.
In addition , we need a change of
national attitude toward certain
kinds of employment. N o work
should be thought of as being per
sonally degrading. Menial tasks are
honorable and persons of limited
ability should be persuaded to
value them. T o condemn people o f
below-average intelligence to
idleness and public charity, is to
condemn them to frustration and
bitterness- to the kind of discontent
which produces crime, drug addic
tion and social unrest.
Whatever can be done must be
done now, because the discrepan
cy b e t w e e n 'jo b s requiring
technological skill and the number
of workers with ability to perform

Did you Ever N otice...... ?

Dear Editor:
The 1986-8? Men’s Basketball
Team is showing signs of another
exciting season. More and more
students are finding time to make
the trip to the Civic Center to watch
the Friars show their stuff.
However, several of the students
are very naive when it comes to the
seating arrangemnets at the games.
All too often we have been kick
ed out o f our seats by our fellow
students before and during the
hoop-games. A lth ou gh many
students consent to general admis
sion seating as a sort of unwritten
rule, there are those students who
insist on sitting in the seat that their
ticket stub reads. The seats to
which we are referring are the seats
behind each basket which general
ly, but not always, are reserved for
students.
The seating situation for students
at the Civic Center is, to say the
least , frustrating. Most of the
“ regular” student fans will sit
anywhere, so long as they can see
the game. This letter is directed to
the fan who shows up at only a
select few games and insists on sit
ting in his/her own seats after often
arriving late. Here’s the proposi
tion we have for you about General
Admission:
*1) General Admission seating
for students would make getting
tickets much less of a hassle. Many
students do not decide if he/she
will go to a game until the day of
the game. Because of this, it is very
difficult to get tickets for half a
dozen of your friends which are
together. T o sit together, you have
to collect all the money and/or
coupons and then go to the ticket
office. It would be so much easier
if each student got his/her own
ticket on their own free time. Now
y o u ’re pro b a b ly saying that
everyone would be sitting by
themselves, this is where general
admission seating is great. Who
cares what your ticket reads? Your
ticket gets you in; then you and
your friends find x number of seats'
together. Piece o f cake!!

Did you happen to notice that
the library has new hours?
Yeah no kidding. T h e ad
ministration and M r. Joseph
Dougherty need to be commended
for answering to the needs of the
students. The new hours are a step
in the-right direction and prove that
if the students strive hard enough,
they can get things done around
here. The faculty senate minutes
said that the hours were establish
ed to accomodate student requests.
AH we need now is a study hail that
will accomodate on and o ff cam
pus scholars; a quiet, round the
clock place to hit the books.

Did you ever notice that you
don’t hear about sleeping or drunk
security people anymore?
May be that’s why they kept A n 
drew A . Delcorso out o f retire
ment. Nice going Colonel.
Did you ever notice that the
school groans and moans about
bad behavior off campus but
hasn't pressured Mayor Paolino to
protect her students (w ho are be
ing exploited by landlords, raped
and robbed?)
Ho w about going out on a limb
for Our safety big brother? We
need more police protection!
Speaking of off campus, did you
notice that Carolyn Ryan is doing
a great job in the O ff Campus
Housing Office?
Thanks a lot Mrs. Ryan!
Did you ever notice that the Ray
mond Cafeteria food hasn’t chang
ed in four years?
O h no, you must be wrong, four
years ago the salad bar wasn’t lit
up so you couldn’t tell the lettuce
was brown and the tomatoes were
white until you put the first forkfull
in your mouth. There have been
capital improvements at Ray’s
Hall.
Did you ever notice that very few
people in the Elmhurst Neighbor
hood drive new cars?
But their old cars have late
model, “ very hot” stereos in them?
Did you ever notice a girl in
Geister’s Pub with an I? U weater

and a ribbon in her hair?
If you ever do call the FB I, there
is big reward money for foiling kid
nappings nowadays.
Did you notice that if you are an
upperclassman the administration
m ight make you live in a
neighborhood where there is high
crime- even though they aren’t
demanding more police protection
for you?
Do n ’t get angry- you’ve only
been paying tuition for two or three
years. Besides, athletes who pay no
tuition at all could be sleeping in
your bed. We don’t want P C to
look like S M U do we?
Did anyone notice how eager the
Student Congress always is to
represent your most important
interests?
I ’m just wondering how the topic
never came up in conversation.

Did you ever notice how many
city planners hoped that the Outlet
Building fire would spread for
another 4 square miles?
Did you ever notice that the city
looked better covered in smoke?
Did you happen to notice that
almost as many people voted for
M r. “ Cool Moose” Healy in the
gubernatorial election as there were
fans cheering for Russia in the first
P C game?
So, 404 people voted for the Stu
dent Congress President and he

*2) General admission seating
lets you sit with your friends
without any hassle from other
students or the men in the red coats
(ushers). The game becomes much
nrcfre Sociable and fun for
everyone. The spirit o f t he student
fans is livelier and the game
becomes mpre of a social eventwhich it should be. Whether you
know it or not, when you kick
• other students out o f seats, par
ticularly when you split up a group
of friends, you aren’t especially lik
ed. N o one around you wants to
talk to you; the people you just
“ booted” aren’t going to be in a
fun mood anymore- and this is
especially annoying when this takes
place during the course o f a game.
*3) If you still insist on sitting
where your ticket reads, then get to
the game early enough so that no
one takes your seat- save us the
grief!!
We are not addressing everyone
with this letter-you know who you
are and we will be watching out for
you in the next several games.
Another point is if you do get kick
ed out, don’t blame the ushers,
they are just doing their job-blame
the students. Also, sometimes peo
ple who aren’ t students get tickets
in the student section. Do n ’t give
them a hard time; they are pro
bably not to thrilled to find they are
sitting in the student section in the
first place.
Briefly now, when you go to the
games find some seats in the stu
dent section, and if they are filled,
there are plenty of other seats
where you can watch the game.
Have fun, that’s what we’re sup
posed to do- don’t ruin the social
aspect for others. Root loud and
long for the home team.
Seating should not be a reason
to spoil the game for the students.
Finally, we want to stress that
general admission is for students
only, let the other fans have their
Signed,
T w o of Several Die-Hard But
Frustrated Fans

Dear Editor;

by An d y Mooney

Did you ever notice that the
snow policy here at P C is for the
birds?
Cars could barely slide from
Woonsocket to Providence, but the
school would not even delay open
ing until 10:30. The first snowy day
o f the year saw the police urge peo
ple to stay o ff the roads until they
could be plowed-unless it
very
important to be out. I guess it’s not
important for the school to keep
their commuters safe, they only
make up about 20 percent, o f the
student body. Besides, faculty
members can afford auto insurance
there was a tuition hike.
Come on Big Brother, show
some regard for our safety. We
realize that most people like to
brave snowy, icy roads and low
visibility to be at their 8:30 and 9:30
classes, but couldn’t you show a lit
tle courtesy to those who have bor
ing parents who might worry about
safety?

There have been more students
than usual coming to the library in
the past few weeks seeking permis
sion letters to use the libraries at
Brown University. W e have also
had some complaints from students
who went to Brown without letters
and were refused admittance to the
libraries. It appears that many Pro
vidence College students are
unaware of Brown’s policy concer.ning use o f its library facilities.
Perhaps this is an appropriate time
to restate and explain that policy..
Access tp Brown libraries is
limited to members o f the Brown
community and to faculty members
of other Rhode Island colleges and
universities. Through a special ar
rangement, Providence College
I students may be admitted to the
University libraries for a limited
period of time (usually no more
than two or three days) provided
they have a letter from the P C
library. This letter permits use of
i material on the premises only;
nothing may be checked out.
P C students may request permis
sion letters at the reference desk of
the Phillips Memorial Library. Let
ters w ill not be provided
automatically, however. The pur
pose of the letter system is to en
sure that our students go to Brown
only to use material not available

Perhaps you sent a lovely card.
O r sat quietly in a chair
Perhaps you sent a funeral spray,
If so we saw it there.
Perhaps you spoke the kindest
words.
As any friend cop Id s^y;

7

to them in our library. The collec
tions in the Phillips Memorial
Library, if appropriately used,
should be adequate to meet the ma
jority o f our students’ research
needs. Also, for certain types of
material, other nearby libraries
which are open to the public (e.g.
Rhode island College, Bryant, or
Providence Public Library) may be
more appropriate locations to seek
material not available at PC.
Therefore, students will be ex
pected to demonstrate a clear need
for specific material not readily
available elsewhere before an ad
mittance letter is provided.
As the largest research institution
in the Providence area, Brown
University has library collections
which provide a vital backup to the
holdings of other institutions.
Students must understand,
however, that Brown is not
obligated to open its facilities to
outsiders. If the privilege is abus
ed by our students, it may be
withdrawn. We in the Phillips
Memorial Library hope students
will understand the situation and
will refrain from using Brown ex
cept as a last resort.
Sincerely,
Edgar Bailey
Assistant Director
Phillips Memorial Library

Perhaps you were not there at all,
Just thought of us that day,
Whatever you did to console our
hearts.
We thank you so much whatever
the part.
By the family of
__ ___________Pdores Mazzetti

I
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Sour Arms Deal Endangers Contra Aid

by George Will
WHt
that can go wrong should not b? at
strong-that no-one seriously con
diplomacy, military assets and
tempted. However, anything that,
cerned w ith , the P re sid e n t’s
coVert actions have bfecome increas
A parable:
could go as wrong as the approach
, priorities (such as the President)
ingly subject to public scrutiny and
Three hunters hire a small plane
to Iran has gone, and anything that
could have countenanced it.
legislative impediments. As more
that lands them in a wilderness ■ so many extreme, hostile and un- •'
T he question vexing most
and more avenues o f action have
where they stalk caribou. The pilot
■predictable foreign factions could :i Americans is; Could a few lessbeen blocked, the impulse to act
says, “ I’ll return in a week, but
cause to go wrong, should never
has sought new outlets. It has
than-senior officials really have im
remember what I said last yeah:
have been attempted.
:,k > plemented the Iran-to-Central
become like underground water
Planes like this can carry only three
The crowning fallacy was to take ; America, weapons and moneyunder increasing pressure: It finds
hunters and one caribou.’’ Wheif
the approach to {ran, which was
outlets eyen in tiny crevices in beds
he returns he sees the three hunters- : itself baroque, and make it rococo
o f rock. One such crevice has been
*‘Could a few less-than-and three caribou. ; ■- l " by connecting it, through Swiss
in the White House! basement, in
The hunters say:‘“ Last year we
bank accounts, to the Nicaraguan
senior officials really have
the National Security Cbuncif.
slipped you $100 and you let us , "'contras;
•
Perhaps the impulse to act so
implemented
the
Iran-to
load three caribou.” The pilot says;
This lu n atic parlay , this,1
recklessly in connecting Iran and
“ O .K ., but this year it’s.$200:”
Central A merica weapons
paradigm o f overreaching, en
Nicaragua presupposed acting
The hunters grumble but pay, jam
tangles a speculative and chancy ' and
without presidential’c onsent. The
ntoney shuffle
the caribou aboard) the plane
undertaking, one peripheral to
idea is'not as bizarre as it seems at
without the President or
lumbers a few feet aloft-and plows
R e agan’s presidency, w ith :
first blush. It accords with cardinal
into some trees. The hunters are
something central to Reagan’s - his chief o f staff or Pen
rule o f ’ covert operations: The
scattered through the branches and
Presidency. The peripheral thing is , tagon? officials kno wing
President must be protected from
one shouts: “ Where are we?”
' .the approach to Iran, (P eripheral,
. the flying .debris if fhe.-PPecauqp ,
about it?”
Another answers: - “ A hundred
does not mean frivolous; it- aiily.
crashes in the trees.
yards from where rwe crashed last
means unlikely to soon produce
A 'Spiesident is’ pot1 a !prime':
year.”
results, and inessential to the main ' Shuffle without the President or his
minister: not merely the first
Speaking, as the parable does, o f
themes o f the administration!s - j- .chief o f staff of Pentagon officials
among equals. He is constitutional
U.S. ;pOhpy< r a i d i n g Iran, one , foreign policy.) The central thing
knowing about it? And, What'em- ,
ly indispensable, irreplaceable by a
tiling is d eaf; There are some slow
« support for the contras. The-cpnboldened Lt. Col. Oliver North to
rearrangiement o f persbriitd. So he
learners loose.
tras embody the Reagan Doctrine, : do it? ,
must be protected, and at tirpes
Serious practitioners o f covert . the commitment to .support forces. '
North is the kind o f fellow that.
that can mean protection even
operations know that such opera
o f resistance on the expanding ; Presidents, especially Presidents
from significant knowledge. That
tions can crash. So they begin by
edges o f the Soviet empire.
, ; who feel unreasonably hemmed in
is why responsible, prudent persons .
asking themselves, “ What happens .
The connection between Iran
by Congfess in foreign policy,
have a t tipies had oblique,
if this enterprifq, (M sh es?'i T hey^, ■
Nicaragua is aptjtp shatt<£ the
come to, loye Wty wisely hut too
backstairs ways o f semi-informing
begin with thdttjbesrton S h i often
slender, shaky majority supporting
, Presidents a b o u tafew operations
well. Put plainly,. N orth is a fellow
go no further.
aid for the contras. Thgt fact is
that intervening executive.-branch
who does things.
.• , V
This is not t< t,s S |t|a t ^hything
eyidenctf—n o t : COncfus£ve, but
committees have not had responIn recent decades, the uses of

A Belated Welcome to the Wonderful World of Civ
By Jim Freeman 1
Down in .Orleans,1Cape Cod, my
been reliable reported to me that,
summer residence, there is a small
one student here decided — upon •
clothing store chain called Wat
intuition rather than thought — it
son’s. And Watson’s, because ofits
would test suit him if he purehas-fine quality and selection in
ed only one book required for his
fashions, has been hailed as “ The
team rather than the necessary.six.
Wonderful ‘World o f Watson’s.'”.
The sad, but nevertheless silly, pari
And sim ilarly,, lv would like to : o f this tale is that the one book he :
welcome you
especially the
purchased was the wrong text for
freshmen who hiigWIhmlc other
his team. He figured that the book
wise — to the wonderful world o f
— history — could cover-all the
Civ.
'
.7
disciplines. This student even miss
While this is the season to be jol
ed 13 consecutive lectures one
ly, you are probably thinking how
semester. The night before the ex
1 — normally a reserved person
am he extracted and robbed from
even in the most desperate o f times
his one book. The name, age,
— can link the joys o f Civ to the
social security number, and grade
joy o f the season, in the dreaded
he received are being withe|d upon
week o f final examinations. Jsn’t
fear that he may be the subject o f
that degenerate, crazy, and even
a cult following, or the leader of
blasphemous? No, and now is a
the following.
good time.
A serious story: this is a horri
T or those o f you not too
ble tale describing how one student
familiar, and for those o f you
labored in endless hours o f study .
familiar with the Development o f
He was studying the night before
Western Civilization Program
the final in Civ.
you’ve probably heard too many
By the conviction and precision
anecdotes — some silly, some
o f hard work at two in the morn
serious • about the primacy coreing (and probably by the mere facet
course here. Because o f these anec
that the page he was studying was
dotes (some are-tnily a wonder) the
on Mesopotamian pottery) he fell
value and efficacy o f Civ is in
asleep — with face in the book.
herently lost.
By the time he woke the exam
For instance, a silly story: it has
was due to begin in 15 minutes. By
some stranee ohenomena, osmosis

he refameu enough information.
.. fihe name o f this person is not be4 , ing witheld)
,
r- No m atter what the story,;
though, the fact is Civ,is the hub
o f talk, the h ub.pf activity for all.
students during their first two years
- here. Some will tell you Civ is and
anathema to leading a normal,
healthy life at college (but, I suppose, so is brushing your teeth with
-. beer). Another group — no doubt
. academic worshippers — saty, to
pardon the expression. Civ isa god; send. ’
Clearly, though, Civ is a course
that is necessary as it is. relevant to
day in society. The course is
rautlidimensional in its character
and textured with long lasting vir
tues — virtues seemingly waning
fast today in a world o f high tech
and glossy business.
A fine description o f the Pro
gram is listed in one o f my favorite
so u rces p f in fo rm atio n : the
1Bulletin o f Providence College
1985-86.
It says, “ The idea o f the Pro
gram is to provide all students with
a so und and w ell-rounded
h isto rical und erstan d in g o f
Western Civilization which will
provide them with a firm basis for
further study in more specialized

areas and also guide them in the
conduct of tte ir personal and pro
fessional lives,” Precisely.
As a W estern people we
scrutinize our History o f long ago
in hopes if will give ifisight to the .'
uncertain future so we are not con. <|emned. to the future. '
1' :.
Contemplation o f the past, cer
tainly a virtue, is only facet in
which Civ seeks to educate us.
You may have heard o f this
before, but we are also compelled
to study Western Civilization to:
sharpen communication skills
(reading, writing, speaking), think
logically (Louis XVI succeeded
Louis XV) in teg rate ideas
(Newton’s mechanical model o f the
World effected religious and
philosophical perceptions), literate
our ignorant minds (Kant’s Criti
que o f Reason ) and, finally,
understand pur heritage and
culture (ice cream became popular
in 1677 in Paris and must have had
pro fo u n d ram ificatio n s for
Carvel).
Study in this course is im
perative. No course here offers
more. The course provided a strong
foundation in the liberal arts and
represents a reaffirmation o f the
value o f the humanities — especial
ly when thp direction o f the college

seemingly points towards business
; (which is good to a degree). That’s
a Herculean task.
It is interesting to note that at the
time Providence began its program
in 1971 most colleges were sliding
away from a liberal arts education
to more vocational preparedness
education.
By either some hideously expen
sive studies or tony intuitions peo
ple have been led to believe that it
was impractical to study liberal arts
because it presented no preparation
to a vocation-like high tech or
glossy business which have both
boomed; A combination o f liberal
arts (Civ) and vocational prep
courses (accounting) is ideal.
Civ, therefore, is indeed practical
and any notions otherwise invalid.
So in this jolly season wisdom
and maturity will eventually tell
those taking Civ finals this week
that Civ is a preparation for the job
market. We are forced to think ra
tionally apd logically, sotys pro
blems correctly and swiftly. My, it
is a wonderful world.

Jim Freeman is a member o f the
Class o f '88.
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BUSINESS
Business News
Summary

Inflation Outruns
Wages ’87

Week of Dec. 2-1
Tuesday December 2,1986
* H. Ross Perot has been thrown
off the board o f General Motors
after months o f foghting with
Roger B. Smith, chairman o f the
Board. Believing the decision will
be revised, he has put the $700
million in proceeds from the sale o f
his stock, in escrow.
* Coca-Cola’s recent public offering o f 51 percent o f its bottling
unit reaped in rewards o f about
$376 million. This gain will be
recognized in the 4th quarter and
will be partly offset by a pretax
change o f $180 million.
* th e French Gaovemment may
prohibit AT&T from acquiring
Compagnie Generate de Construetion Telephoftique - th e stateowned telephone switching concer.n. C .G .C .T . is the second
largest company o f its kind in
France. The French Government
may apply the denationalization
law to A T ^T , which states that
foreign concerns cannot own more
than 20 percent o f A French
company.
Wednesday December 3 ,1 9 8 6
* Mexico has its toajor bank
lenders for a $500 million emergency loan, and have also asked for
$250 million loan from the United
States and other governments. This
money would be used to tide the
country over until a permanent $6
billion loan from its Commercial
bank lenders is available.
* MCI Communications Corp.
has announced plans to lay off bet
ween 1000 and 3000 employees.

American worker are likely to
se( inflation out-run their wage in
see
cr|
creases
in 1987, according to The
q
C onference B o ard ’s H um an
R(
Resources Outlook Panel, which
-n
includes 12 prominent market
ar
analysts.
The Panel projects that average
h(
hourly earnings Will advance by
about 3 percent next year, while
cc
consumer
prices are expected to rise
^by 3.8 percent. Union members will
c(
continue to experience smaller
w
wage gains than their non-union;
acolleagues. Panelists look for firsty,
year wage and benefit increases in
n
major
Uniojt Contracts to average
0only 2.5 percent next year. .
The Outlook Panel warns that
j,layoffs and downsizing will con
^tinue across the country, with many
companies
reducing their coporate
c
s
staffs
and attempting to reduce the
.j.layers o f management in their
<
organization.
“ The bad nevys is that painful
sadjustments appear ahead for both
sworkers and employers,” declares
■ Richard
Belous, labor economist at
1
The Conference Board. “The good .
inews is that the difficult humanresource restructuring underway
could help many american goods,
workers and companies compete
better in world markets.”
Some key projections from this
year's panel:
•The economy will avoid reces
sion next year, but growth will be
modest.
•Unemployment will hold at a
_,
'

which will be classified under
unspecific losses. This drastic
change is doe to competition in the
i
long-distance telephone market.
* According to W ard’s Auto
!
World report, 1987 is going to be
[
a “ buyer’s year,” Fierce competi-' .
tion will make it a buyers heaven
:
|
for new and used cars.
|
Thursday December 4, 19*6
|
* Deutsche Bank o f West Ger§
many has announced that it has
|
agreed in principle to buy Bank
I
America Corp’s Italian unit for
|
$683 million. This should result in
Ji
a $250 million pretax gain in the 4th
%
quarter.
,
.
|
* Sales o f imported cars has risen
I
10.1 percent this past November as
|
com p ared to th a t o f last
I
November. Domestic Car sales,
however, have only risen 5.2 per
cent since last November.
Friday December s , 19*6
• Honeywell Inc. and Revlon
Group Inc. have announced their
decision to sell their ©iterations in
South Africa and join With an in
creasing amount o f companies to
d o so. “ U n certain ty in the
economic and political situation”
are some o f the reasons for leaving.
if
* Coca-Cola stated that it will
®
buy back up to $10 million o f its
« |.
common stock beginning Dec. 1.
; | | . This move would have the effect of
H
increasing Coca Cola’s borrowing
by more than $1 billion after the
M
share repurchases. The company
S - presently has about
million
|* |
shares outstanding.
r|
* Although retailers report weak
I I
sales gains, for November, sales are
e j e c te d to be high for Christmas.
I'.S
Sears is still the leading retailer with
1 .
sales in November o f $2,363,700,
JJ5
a j . l percent increase from
f *
November o f ’85.
Saturday December 6, 1986
* The U.S. is halting a 3 year ban
L.
on importing nickel from the Sov let
O f
Union. Secretary Baldrige has said
5 I
that “ both W ashington and
Moscow are going to encourage
- &. American companies to land more
P f l * businesses in the U .S.S.R.”

19J}7, virtually unchanged from
current levels.
- ‘Unit labor costs in manufactur
ing will show no growth at all next
year. Some panelists, in fact, see
these labor costs declining.
•Subdued labor costs, mixed
with continued declines in the value
of:the dollar, will help reduce the
trad* ripfieit.

Consumer News:

C o m p u t e r , E n g in e e rin g
a n d E d u c a tio n J o b s

granting significant coihpensation
specialties there are? They include
Friends and family will give ad
increases to others —all at the same
aerospace, chemical, civil, electrical
vice a t the drop of..a hat on what
an d electronics, m echanical,
time.”
:
jobs are the “ best*’ fo r you. But,
Adds David Lewin, business
jc
metallurgical, mining, nuclear, and
to learn w hat a job really involves,
professor at Columbia Universi- tc
petroleum engineering. If you’re
how much it pays, what training is
ty: “ There is evidence that those
n'
not sure about getting a college
required, how many openings are
who survive reductions in force
r{
degree, there are technical and
expected in the future, and how to
vocational courses o f various kinds
have enlarged and better-paid jobs.
e>
get
more
information,
you
may
Firms that are reducing their
8'
to prepare you for work as a brpadw
ant
to
‘
find
a
m
ore
workforces are, in effect, opting to
*
cast and engineering technician,
knowledgeable, objective source.
have few er b u t better-p aid
K
The Bureau o f Labor Statistics. drafter, or surveyor.
employees rather than holding
If you’re leaning toward liberal
o f the U .S. Department o f Labor
down per capita pay in order to
°has researched and prepared
arts or social science, but want to
maintain larger work forces.”
“
be
sure you’re preparing for a
booklets on various occupations
Benefits will account for a
°
marketable profession, you may
that can help answer these ques
declining percentage o f emplyees’ ;
want to look into teaching adult
tions. You can obtain copies of
total compensation in 1987. Also
vC om puter and M athem aticsand vocational education, counsel
ahead: continued reductions in
c
ing, o r becoming a recreation or
Related Occupations (Item lO lP,
cost-of-living (C O LA ) ad_
social worker. Collectively, these
$1.25), Engineering and Related
justments. “ Direct tie-ins o f wages
*
occupations employ nearly a
Occupations (Item 102P, $1.25),
with inflation in the form o f
1
million workers and are projected
and Education, Social Service, and
COLAs are disappearing,” ex-. *
to grow at least as fast as the
Related Occupations (item 184P,
plains Benton W. D ial, executive. *
average profession through the
$1.25) by writing S.M. Woods,
vice president of human resources
•Consumer Information Center,
mid-1990’s.
at the Pacific Telesis Group in San
For additional in-depth informa
Pueblo, Colorado 81009. Be sure
Francisco. “ Once COLAs have
tion on job hunting, career counsel
to send your name, address, the
been removed from contracts they
]
ing,. new occupations, salary and
item number, and payment.
jo b trends, and m any other
are not likely to be brought back
1 These booklets give valuable in
employment-related topics, you
unless severe inflation returns.”
formation on the number q f peo
can subscribe to the Labor Depart
ple currently working in a profes
ment periodical. Occupational
ARE
W OM EN
AND
sion and the expected number that
MINORITIES TRAPPED IN JOB
Outlook Quarterly (Item 250P,
will be needed in the future, both
GHETTO?
S5.00/yearj.
to replace new workers and to fill
Conference Board panelists
Choosing a profession is one o f
new vacancies.
predict that political leaders from
the most important decisions that
If you are good in m ath and are
-■both parties will put increasing
a person has to make; Not only
considering using those skills On the
pressure on companies to deal with
money but time and personal hap
job, you may be further enticed by
equal opportunity, fairness and a
piness are at stake. So, it makes
salaries paid experienced statisti
variety o f other social issues.
sense to investigate the many opcians and economists, which range
, Believing that enforcem ent o f equal
lions- Sending Jor^thcse^career
upward from $29,000.
opportunity regulations has declin
ed; some panelists call for inten
sified action on this front.
.
“ Anti-discrimination laws are
not being enforced the way they
t
should be and this is one area
t
where the; government shotild set
.
up enforcement and maintain the

in computer programming, systems
analysis, and accounting. These
professions are expected to experience much greater growth than ,
average, according to the Labor
Department.
Perhaps your skills are pointing
you in the direction of engineering.
But. do vou know how many

law tqits fullest extent,” asserts Ir
ving Margol, executive vice presi
.
dent o f Security Pacific National
Bank. “ Society is creating a ghet
to for women and minorities. For
the m ost p a rt, women and
PAYCHECK PRESSURES AND
minorities have positions in the
PARADOXES
'
;lowest levels o f the corporation and
Slow economic growth, coupled
although some get up to the mid
with continued pressure to hold
More young adults and college
dle levels, very few get any further.
down labor costs, will muzzle wage
The laws are adequate at this point Students are purchasing telephone
increases all year long. Observes
answering devices (TADs) for per
but we just need to make certain
Mitchell S. Fromstein, president
sonal use, according to research
they are enforced.”
and chief executive officer o f Man
conducted by Code-A-Phone Cor
! Notes Rex D. Adams, vice presi
power, lnc.:,“ l anticipate and
dent o f employee relations at Mobil poration, one o f the nations
average increase o f 3-5 percent for
largest and oldest makers of
I O il C o rp o ra tio n :‘‘A fter two
w hite-co llar
nonsupervisory
> j decades of effort by U.S. manage answering machines.
workers and 5-7 percent for
A nationwide consumer survey
ment to find, hire arid promote
managers. The lower levels o f ser
revealed ttn l 45 percent o f «I1
, minorities and women, acceptable
vice workers will likely see a higher
buyers are under age 35, with the
results are not there. I do not think
increase, since that group is already
18-24 age group emerging as
equal opportunity regulations are
thin in numbers and very few posi
“ perhaps the most important in
• : needed. Public policies to support
tions can be fikked today a t thd
tent to purchase’ group," sritd Paul
! more fully meaningful education
minimum wage.”
New m an,
Vice
P resiare needed. Beyond th a t,
C onference Board Panelists
den t/m ark etin g fo r Code-Amanagements need to rededicate
point to a growing paradox as com
themselves to finding, hiring,
panies downsize their operations.
PhThc primary reason for the shift
developing an d prom oting
As The C onference B oard’s
to younger buyers is the recent
minorities and women.”
Audrey Freedman puts it: “ Firms
decrease in prices. “ Most often,
may be firing some employees and
younger consumers are looking for
a unit ift the $49 to $99 dollar
range, and there are more and
more units with advanced features
available at that price,” Newman
said.
: Young adults usually live busy
, lifestyles that find them away from
tional Airport (BWI) when the ex
[ William R. Howafd, president; pansion program is completed.
The new concourse will be fully
and cheif executive officer of P ie d -:
To accomodate the service ex
enclosed and able to accomodate
mont Aviation, Inc., today an
pansion at BWI, Howard said that
12 deHavilland Dash-7 aircraft, the
nounced a five-year expansion plan
a new Concourse P /Y will be built
largest plane iq Henson's fleet.
that will take Piedmont to an
perpendicular to the current ConConstuction on the concourse
estimated 225 daily jet'departures
corse D, riltjfnateiy giving Pied
expansion is scheduled to bqgin by
and an annual payroll o f as much
mont a total o f 25 gates at BWI,
the spring of 1987, wjthcompletion
,as S I50 million in the Greater
an increase o f 13 from Piedmont’s
by early surtimer of 1988.
i Baltimore area by 1991.
current ,12- O f the 2? gates, four
Howard said that in June of
Coupled with expanded service
will be designed ftir widebody
- 1983. just before BWI became
by Henson Airlines, the Piedmont
aircraft.
Piedmont’s third hub. Piedmont
Regional Airline, the two comThere will also be a riew con
provided a total o f just six daily
panics expect to offer a total of 3?0
course built at the end of Con
flights linking BWI to New York’s
daily
dep artu res
at
course D/Y to facilitate Henson.
Baltimore/W ashington Interna-

P ie d m o n t A n n o u n c e s
225 N e w J e t D e p a rtu re s

fhe some time, you will also receive
a free copy o f die Consumer Infor
mation Catalog. Published quarterly by the Consumer Information
Center o f the U.S. General Services
Administration, the Catalog lists
more than 200 other free and
moderately priced federal booklets
nrf a wide variety o f subjects.

C o lle g e S tud ents B u y
A n s w e rin g D e vice s
home a good deal of the time, and
students are frequently out at
classes o r social functions. “ The
phone answering device has
become an important accessory for
them, because they don’t want to
miss important calls/’ Newman
explained. ■■■
'

*‘ Young adults usually live
lifestyles that find
them away from home a
good deal o f the time... ”
busy

... Tn additibn to being less expen
sive, today’s answerers are also
more stylish and cosmetically ap
pealing, With numerous sizes,
shapes and color options to choose ,
from. Colors such as red, black,
white and gray blend with the most
decors. In ad d itio n , new
technology has enabled manufac
turers to "downsize” units from
the old, bulky box-like look to a
variety o f smaller configurations.
LaGuardia Airport, Norfolk, and
Charlotte, N.C.
“ On July 15, 1983, Piedmont
turned BWI into i?s. third hub vir
tually-oyeinight adding 22 flights
for a total operation of 28 daily
departures. By the end o f 1983,
Piedmont’s service bad grown to 42
daily flights. Piedmont currently
operates 91 daily departures at
BWI,” Howard said.
k
“ With the expansion plan tti
Continued to pg. 12
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Toy Related Deaths: Consumers Beware!
public.
stan
■
.
. r and, ______oitmi
regulating,”
rpoiitntinfj.” stated Swartz,
Swartz. “ it
It is
nuhlic. The toy industry’s
indus
deaths
was recalled in
in rvinhor
October,
small toy became lodged in his
dards are inadequate, and proves
a case o f the fox guarding the
Boston trial attorney Edward M.
1986. Swartz reported the hazard
that self-regulation is very often no
throat, cutting off the supply o f ox
Swartz, author o f the newly releas
henhouse,” he continued.
associated with this toy to the Con
ygen to his brain.
SWartz has found that “ age
regulation at all.”
ed toy buyer’s guide book, Toys
sumer Product Safety Commission
*** Soft Triplets Crib Gym
recommendations, when given, are
“ Until retailers, manufacturers
That Kill, (Vintage- Random
two years before'any deaths had
(Johnson & Johnson)
begin to rid America’s store shelves
House, 1986) Which opens a na
frequently inconsistent, misleading,
occured. Swartz stated ‘‘1 warned
Several
d eaths
from
inaccurate and inappropriate. They
and toy boxes o f toys which can
tional campaign for safer toys,
the agency o f the lethal nature of
strangulation.
'
rarely explain the risks posed be
maim or kill, 1 will continue to anwarned today that “dangerous toys
this toy fully five times spanning
*** Crib and Playpen Play Gym
nqplly announce my candidate for
any particular toy and it is common
are still freely an d widely
from 1982 to 1985. The agency did
(Fisher-Price)
for truly hazardous toys to never
the £10 Worest Toys o f the Year..'
available" and called on parents
not act until there was an actual
Tw o deaths from strangulationcarry
age
recommendation."
and other to y shoppers to be
Prayerfully, Toys That Kill will
‘body count’.”
*»* Hold Me Tile Squeeze Toy
“ especially vigilant during this 1986
make unsafe toys more difficult to
Swartz stated that “ the toy in
Toy m anufacturersand retailers
(Reliance Products Corp.)
gift-giving seaso n ." A ttorney:
dustry is plagued by inadequate or
find in the future.”
are masters at shirting blame for inTwo deaths from choking over
non-existant prermarket testing.
Swartz made his comments as he
The nominees for the 10 worst
' jury from themselves to griefreported on the results o f his an
No authority exists for impartial,
small end.
stricken parents who already feel
toys are;
*** BatUestar Gallactica Space
mandatory
pre-market
review
of
nual shopping tour, during which
1. P uff the Magic Dragon by
responsible for their child’s injury.
Toy
(Mattel,
Inc.)
toys.” The CPSC does not test
he selected his nominees for a ‘‘Ten
Avon
Swartz notes that “ part o f the
Two deaths from ingestion of
Worst Toys of 1986” list.
prior to the toy reaching the store
2. Tyke Bike by Playschool
•shift the biame’ strategy lies m the
small missiles,
.
shelves. If any such testing is done
“ The toy m anufacturers’ p u b lic.
3. Circus Clowns Tie-Up (Infant
industry’s use o f the words ‘paren
*** Big Wheels (Louis Marx
relations campaign notwithstanr
it is usually paid for by the
Crib Toy) by Dakin
tal supervision’ as a substitute for
Co.)
manufacturers and we are never
ding,'’ Swartz said, “ we do not
4. Pieces o f Body
•don’t blame us’ when tragedy
At
least
three
deaths
from
have effective across-the-board toy
told about the failures, Testing
5 American Ninja Weapon Set »
| strikes.’’ The industry knows that
motorists striking children. The
organizations hired be the industry
safety in the United States.”
by H.G. Industries
the vast majority o f toys sold will
low profile prevents motorists from
refuse
to
reveal
the
names
o
f
toys
Toys That Kill reveals that
6. A raddin 300 - Child
seeingachildbefore it is too late. . be used without adult supervision,
which their testing has found to be
despite the growning public in
Guidance System by Aladdin
as surrogate “ baby-sitters.”
*** Embo Elephant and Humsistence on toy safety and despite
hazardous.
7. America’s Newest Hero
Each year Consumer Product
bugg Bee (R. Dakin & Co.)
the government’s authority to take
“ The real key to toy safety, '
Bazooka by Upright Manufac
Safety Commission (CPSC) spon
Two deaths from Strangulation
Swartz said, “ is safer design, safer
direct action against dangerous ;
turers, I pc.
.4
sors their annual “ toy safety cam
involving
these
toys.
production;
and
more
responsive,
toys, “ toys which could choke,
8. Tag-Along T urtle and Pull- ■
paign” with the toy industry’s
Swartz charged: “ Some o f these
burn, blind, maim, or kill the;
truthful, safety conscious labeling
Along Plane by Fisher Price
trade association (TMA). They use
children for whom they are intends ' ' killer toys have been recalled but
and marketing practices by toy
9. Lovely Bady Doll by GMG ...
our tax dollars to help toy makers
many can still be found in toy
ed remain on the market today."
m anufacturers. Experience ini | Corp.
get their spuridus points across to
This, he s a id '“ is a consequence of , boxes throughout the United
dicates that we will get these only
10. Sharkmatic 13 Shot Cap Gun :;
consumers anti to provide free
States. With the exception of one
when the government vigorously
industry failure to deal effectively
by Edison Giocattoli .
public relations. “ This is the ipo r two toys usually involved in high ■ dustry the CPSC is supposed to be
with the problem o f hazardous toys
insists that'they be provided to the
publicity recalls, (brought on by
and'of governmental failure to deal
consumer pressure and an uniorstrictly, swiftly and summarily with
tunate body count) most parents.
the hazardous toys which can be
aren’t awareof recalls or the deadly
found in abundance in toy and
propensities of recalled toys. When
department stores."
: .
’
Toys Thai Kill, provides safe
is a case of'too little too late. These
buying guidelines for toy shoppers
harmful toys remain in circulation
as well as names and describes
dangerous toys that should be : ‘ due to the government’s unwill
ingness to implement a tough toy
avoided. Some o f these toys have
recall procedure.”
already been associated with
One example is the recent recall
documented deaths, for example:
o f the Johnson & Johnson "Soft
Play Fam ily Figurine
Triplets Grib Gym ” This toy has,
(Fisher-Price)
been responsible for at least two
Three deaths with another chileI .
severly brain-damaged after tht

AVOID
TH iH O ID

Piedmont’s Howard Elected
Chairman of Board
William R Howard was elected ;
to the newly-created position of
Chairman o f the Board, President
and Chief Executive Officer of
Piedmont Aviation, Inc., at a
regular meeting o f the Board of
Directors. Howard was elected
President and Chief Executive O f
ficer in 1983. There has been no
chairman .since'that time.
Piedmont Airlines, the nation’s
fastest growing airline and one of
but three airlines to earn a profit
in each o f the eight years since the;
industry was deregulated in 1978,
is the largest division o f Piedmont
Aviation, Inc., which also operates
a General Aviation Group, and
Henson Aviation, and Jetstream
In te rn a tio n a l A irlin es, both
regional airlines operating as
wholly-owned subsidiaries of
Piedmont.
The Board also elected William
G McGee Executive Vice President.McGee was a S enior Vice
P re sid en t-m ark etin g .
fo r :
Piedmont.
'••• . ‘.Vfc'-i
Howard, who has, served as
prreirient
siaeni of
ui Piedmont
ria u u v u i since May*

1981, joined the Company in
January 1978, as Senior Vice Presi
dent and Assistant to the President
10 months prior to enactment of
the Deregulation Act o f 1978. He
became Executive Vice President of
Piedmont in 1980.
P rior to joining Piedm ont,
Howard held several positions at
'Eastern Airlines, including Senior
Vice President. He earned an AB
degree from George Washington
University and LLB degree from
the George Washington Untyersity Law School.
.
McGee joined Piedmont ln^July, 1947 as Director o f Flight Ser,
vices. He became Sales Manager in
1950; General Sales Manager in
1956 and, in 1964, Assistant Vice
President-sales. In 1968 he was
elected to the position of Vice
President-marketing and, in 1979,
to Senior Vice Presidentmarketing.
He is a member of-the Board of
Directors ot Piedmont.
McGee attended the University
o f Iowa and Cornell University.

NOTHING IMPRESSES AN
EMPLOYER UKE ,
DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL.
_____study,
„ u . a.tot of college mrwtiisirpQ
team
After years of intense
graduates finaHu
finally team

something. They’re not qualified for the job they want
That’s why there's a nationwide program for cctege ^ d e n t s g M
Cooperative d u ra tio n . It allows students to alternate studiesrat the
college of their choice with paid, practical work experience m the career
erf their choice.
, .
. ,
To participate/ you don t need to fit into any particular soao.
economic group. You don’t need to be a straight “A” student either All
you reaBy need to be, is sm art enough to leave school

CoopEducation

/ You earn a futurewhen you earn a degree.
W | 1 F o cafree booklet w rite; Coop Education • P.O. Box 993 • Boston, MA02115

CALL D O M IN O 'S P I H I
Meet the N01D “ He loves
to ruin your pizza. He
makes your pizza coid,
or late, or be squashes
your pizza box so the
cheese gets stuck to
.
•the top
■
' ;

Free
Coke!
2 free bottles of Coke
with any pizza.
' 1
One coupon pr pizza. .

Fast, Free
Delivery
861-9800
14 Fallon Ave.
Providence, R.l.

With one call to Domino’s "
Pizza, youcan avoid the ,
1 NOID- So when you want
hot, delicious, quality
pizza delivered in less
than 30 minutes, One
j call does it all!'*1

; Call us.
j

8 6 1 -9 8 0 0
12 Fallon Ave.

I

Open lor lunch

■
I

11 AM-1 AM Sun.-Thurs.
« l U . 9 i U F r i a Sat.

Out drivers catty toss than J20.00 Limited delivery «*a. ©1986 pomino's Piaa. me.

D O M I N O ’S
P IZ Z A
D E L IV E R S
FREE.
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Honeywell’s Futurist Competition
Entries due by Dec. 31, 1986
Penny f o r your thoughts?
Honeywell is offering 300,000 of
them to learn what college students
are thinking about the future.
Honeywell wants college students
to imagine the year 2811 a nd write
essays about the technological
developments they foresee. This
year’s Honeywell Futurist Award,
Competition will offer 10 winners
cash prizes o f $3,000 each and the
chance to work for Honeywell next
summer.
Students need to call soon for of
ficial entry forms because they
won’t be available after Dec. 31.
Students can receive contest rules
by w riting F u tu rist R ules,

•Honeywell Telemarketing Center,

^

the tl ah n o fS-t,aJ ^ d i j impacI of

Completed essays must be
postmarked n o later than Jan. 31,
1987. In February, a panel o f top
Honeywell scientists and engineers
will-judge the essays on the basis
o f creativity/feasibility, clarity of
expression and legibility.,
Winners will be announced in
early March, and each o f the 10
winners will receive a two-day, all
expense-paid trip to Honeywell’s
headquarters in Minneapolis.
Honeywell is a Minneapolisbased international corporation
that works together with customers
to help them achieve their goals
through the application of com
puters, communications and con
trols. The company has 94,000
employees worldwide, with 1985
revenue o f $6.6 billion and net inicome o f $281 million.

’ Providence College Bookstore
►

^
1

ON

Tice automation. A second essay

?1116”118*he COnteSt iS

i l l ISS

representing 325 ^colleges6 and
universities in 47 states, entered the
competition.
: The contest is open to full-time
students at any accredited coiiege
in the United States. Students are
asked to leap 25 years into the

GOOD LUCK

future and write an essay predicting
developm ents in one o f six
technological areas: electronic
com m unications,
energy,
aerospace, com puter science,

neapolis, MN 55408, or by calling
toll-free 1-800-328-5 111, ext. 1581.
Just for calling to request an entry
ftjnn* Honeywell win send students
a free pair o f “ future socks.” The ;

H

W e Stock Gifts for Your
Familv arid Friends

Bibles
D ictionaries
A rt B ooks
Irish B ooks
N. Y. T im es B est SeUers
(D IS C O U N T E D )

:

Goodbye Salesmen?
A growing number o f large
m anufacturers jare reaching
customers through; distributors and
other middlemen rather than their
own sales staffs, according to a ma
jor Conference Board study releas
ed today.
The study, covering 214 major
manufacturers, shows that the
primary reason manufacturers are
turning to industrial distibutors,
wholesalers and retailers is to con
trol spiraling sales costs. Nearly
half o f the surveyed companies,; (49
percent) are now using Wholesalers,
with 42 percent; depending on
distributors and 39 percent relying
on independent retailers. Five years
from now, more than one-fifth of
the surveyed firms say they will be
relying even more heavily on all
three of these outlets.
The study also;finds a growing
use o f telemarketipg. Some 25 per
cent of the surveyed companies are
now using (he telephone as a direct
they will become more dependent
6n this technique over the next five
years. The two major forces behind
this trend; a growing corporate
need to reach new customers iand
to service small-order customers
more effectively.
Death o f the Salesman? .
“ Although most manufacturers
still rely on a direct sales force,
many are trying to find ways to use
this resource more efficiently,”
declares H oward S u tton, a
marketing and sales specialist at
The Con ference Board and author
Of the study. " I f the costs of direct
selling continue to rise as fast as
they have in recent years, some
compahies may consider the
possibility o f eliminating the tradi
tional field sales force entirely.”
Two other key findings in the
study:
•M ore firms are installing
computer-to-computer ordering
systems to speed deliveries and cut
selling costs. Under these systems,
customers make purchases via their
own computer terminals: orders are
instantly transmitted, hy telephone
cable and then processed in sup
pliers’ offices. Although only a

small number o f firms now have
the necessary hardware and soft
ware, this technique has enormous
potential for saving both time and
money. About 12 percent o f the
surveyed firm s now feature
computer-to-computer ordering; 20
percent predict this technique will
become more widely used during
the next five years.
•C orporate sales forces are
becoming more and more specializ
ed. While 58 percent o f the
surveyed companies say their sales
staffs now consist primarily of
generalists, about half o f the com
panies expect to rely more on
sperialist^over the next five years.
These new specialists are increas
ingly likely to spend less time sell
ing and more time providing
customers with technical advice
and helping them soive probleifcs.
■A Stategy To Lift Competitiveness
The final users o f manufac
ture^’ products are steadily relying
on fewer and fewer suppliers. They
are also demanding that supplies,
parts and materials be delivered on
specific days and even at specific
times in order to cut storage and
handling costs.
Since few manufacturers are
equipped to make “ just-in-time”
deliveries throughout the country,
many companies are likely to de
pend m ore heavily on their
distributors. They will especially be
turning to distributors with solid
track records in managing
w arehouse an d transportaion
operations, the study predicts.
Those manufacturers that lead
the way into these closer alliances
may be in a better position to com
pete,” notes the Conference
Board’s Sutton.
Stronger links between American
manufacturers and distributors
could strengthen this country’s
competitive base. “ If manufactureers develop loyal partnerships
■with distributors in this country,
they probably can hold off or
neutralize foreign competition,”
explains one prominent marketing
executive. “ I’m not sure a lot of
manufacturers appreciate that but
it's a very viable defense.”

And Hundreds M ore
•

W e Can Send Your Gift
Anywhere In the U .S.A .

The Staff *
o f the
Business Section
o f the COWL
Wish all o f you
a
Very, Merry
* Christmas *
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B & N to Acquire
B. Dalton

Banking: Is It All It’s
Made Up To Be?
For the secondconsecutive year,
top commercial banking executives
received larger compensation hikes
than leading executives in other in
dustries, according to a study
released today by T he Conference
Board.
The study analyzes the total
com pensation (salaries and;
bonuses) recicved by. the five
highest paid executives iri nearly
900 major companies. Seven major
types o f business are covered, in
cluding manufacturing, construc
tion, retailing, banking, insurance,
and gas and electric utilities. For
the first time, the study also covets
diversified services, which include
. broadcasters, general business ser
vices, health care companies, hotel
chains and entertainment firms'
Total Compensation gains in
1985 averaged 12 percent in bank
ing, following a 14 percent jum p
" the year before. Next came top ex
ecutives in insurance, who recieved 10 percent increases, and those
in retailing, who got 9 percent com
pensation hikes; Following were
utilities, up 8 percent; manufactur
ing, up 5 percent; and construction,
up 4 percent.
One reason why banks and in
surance led the way; A larger por
tion o f banks and insurance firms

; paid bonuses last year. Also:
j bonuses in these industries were
; generally larger than the year
j \ before (as‘;a percentage o f salary).
By com parison, bonuses in
f manufacturing, construction and
: utilities were all smaller than the
year before. Bonus patterns re[ mained about the same in retailing.
. . While increases were largest in
i banking and insurance, the top of' fleets in thrise industries are not the
j highest paid. A comparison o f
CEO’s total compensation last year
i shows that; cheif executives, o f ser! vice companies averaged $550,000,
out-pacing:all industries. CEOs in
manufacturing had average total
: compensation of $451,000; in retail
: trad e, $396,000; in banking
$301,000; in utilities, $282,000; in
insurance $272,000;; and in con1 struction $264,000. 1 .
; ..
’ Thee other findings in tne c o n 
ference Board Study:
■ ■ i’ White it, is still a minority prac
tice, a significant number o f com’ Panies in all businesses are pro
viding their top executives with
; ‘‘restricted” stock, which is
generally “ earned out” over a
; period .of three to five years;
’Service companies are leading
the way in providing their top exiecutives with , long-term perfor

According to the Wall Street.
The nation’s second largest
mance plans. Under this concept,
Journalj one bookseller referred
b ookstore Chain, B. D alton
executives are awarded so-called
B&N’s selling strategy as the "pile?
Bookseller, moves before year end
“ shares” o r “ units” whose final
*m
high and watch ’em fly’!;;
under the. aegis o f Barnes and No
value depends on How closely the
method of moving books. Riggio
ble, the nation’s third largest chain,
company reaches its financial
has stated that he plans to open an
at an estimated cost o f S275-S300
targets over a thfee-to^five ytear
million.
additional 25 stores before
period.
February 1987.. Riggio noted that
Leonard Riggio, president and
’ Stock option plans continue to ■
Dahon will continue to be operated;,
part owner o f Venamerica BV, a
gain popularity . The value o f stock
in much the same way as in the:
: Netherlands-based company with a
options granted last year amounted
past, keeping its name and its head-,
to the equivalent o f 54 percent to
quarters in Minneapolis. Most:
be expects combined sales from
90 percept o f top executives’
Dalton
employees are expected to;
two
operations
to
total
$1
billion
salaries.
.be
kept on.
by February 1992. (Last year’s sales '
★ PIEDMONT
The proposed sale further cdn-:
reported by Walden Books, the
Continued from pg. 9
centrales the industry in the hands?;
number one chain, was $565
nounced last week by the federal
o f a few large chains specializing in-,,
million).
and state departments o f transpor
discount book sales. Riggidil
Dalton, whose parent company
tation, and Piedmont’s corrsponunavailable for comment by, WBt
was Dayton Hudson Corp., cur
dmg expansion o f Concourse D
presstime, will offer his comments;!
rently operates 796 stores; Barnes
Piedmont will have the ability to
about the impact of the sale on col-j
& Noble currently has 142 college
provide' our goal o f 2 ?4
sn ' bookstores and 37 trade outlets,
lege stores,
d e n tu re s by 1991,” Howard said'
along with Marlborough Books, a
Piedmont’s projected, employ
large mail-order book company.
ment for the Baltimore area will in
A s reprinted fro m N ACSA Week-, i
The company’ stores tend to dis
crease by 1,800 to a total or 2,500
ly bulletin.
count heavily.
by the year 1991. Including Hen
son employees,, that figure will in

crease, to 2,800.
Howard said that Piedmont’s
current annual area payroll exceeds
$50 million arid, by 1991, should be
over $150 million. In addition to
customer service personnel at BWI,
Piedmont has a pilot crew base
here.

Get a Job!
For most students, the upcoming
semester break represents a well
deserved vacation from classes,

WHEN IS IDE RIGHT TIME TO
CALL YOUR BOYFRIEND?
I

’

:

a) W hen the president of Phi Gam m a Delta
asks you to Saturday night’s Fiji Formal.
T.

r **

'

.

;

t

/

-

~

b) After raquetball class, to tell him that the
instructor with the Australian accent and
those blue eyes did wonders for your serve, v
e) W hen you Just feel like telling him you
miss him after all.
M a y b e y o u s h o u l d n 't t e l l h i m e v e r y t h i n g t h a t ’s g o i n g o n . But

if you still care about him, why not call and whisper some sweet
. things he’ll never forget?
Like why you call using AT&T Long Distance Ser- : vice, and why y<5u trust AT&T's ,high quality service
and exceptional value.
; ,
When you tell him that AT&T gives you immedi
ate credit if you dial a wrong number, he won’t'
beable to get you out of his mind.
And telling him you can count on
AT&T for clear long distance
connections will drive
him crazy.
;
J
AH of which will prob
ably inspire him to drive :
outfoir the weekend, giving
;
you an excuse to blow off
i‘
that silly frat party after all;

■ ' A t e

ar

The right choice.

f

.

books and studies. After several)
months o f hard work and effort, 5
having a few weeks o f rest'and )
relaxation just to take it easy sure. ‘
sounds good.
?
Joe Orushkin, local. division:?
manager for the Vector Markeing •;
Corporation suggests a different
use for this time however, when he
risks, “ Why: waste your s —
■. break?” Vector is a fast growing ;
marketing firm with seventy offices,
located throughout the United;
States.
V
Vector offers a Unique program .
for students who may be interested “
in more than soap operas and sit- ;
corns until classes resume. As pari
o f their special student program:j
student* can erirh some extra
money over semester break, th e .
program offers flexible full time ;
/ scheduling during break, and /
- students can remain part time when j
classes resume, if they wish.
r
The company provides a comTJ;
. plete professional training seminar s
; which is held between Christmas
and New Year’s Day, so no experience is required. All majors
may apply. Also there is no door
or phone soliciting involved and
Vector offers a guaranteed pay
program starting at $8.15:
■
’
■v;
For more information on (his
winter semester break opportunity, '
students are encouraged to call the
personnel department at Vector
946-0)50 between) 2 and 6 pin.

-’ ..,

»

Have A Very
Merry One! i
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Start Your Christmas Shopping
Early!!

P C Imprinted Clothing
A Super Christmas (Sift
Sizes from Infant to Adult Extra Large

BOOKS CASSETTES
P. C. MUGS
and Much, Much More
Remember — Shop Early
For the Best Selection
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Cheryl Wheeler is on the Move
by Jen LaTorre
Have you ever found yourself in
need of complete relaxation and
music to assist that state o f mind?
Are you tired o f the same old ‘‘Top:
40 Countdown” found on nearly
every dial on the radio ban? O r are
you just in the mood to listen to
something new and different?
If the answer is “ yes” to any of
these questions then you would en
joy listening to the local recording
star that has erupted froth North
Star Records recording studios,
Cheryl Wheeler.
Originally from Baltimore, Md.
where her music career began at
age fifteen, she has come a long
way. According to East Coast
Rocker she could be the “ next
superstar of the eighties.” As she
grew her popularity s well as her
talent matured.

She has performed with such
well-known artists like Tom Rush,
Gordon Lightfopt, Jonathan Ed
wards and Livingston Tfjytor, At
present Wheeler resides in Southern
New. England and as of late 1985
has released her debut album ap
p ro p riately tilled
“ Cheryl
Wheeler.” Wheeler is also in the
process of creating another new
album that will be available soon,
Her debut album has left critics
from coast to coast raving.
Billboard Review says “ Wheeler is
the finest female singer/songwriter
to come along since Carole King.’’
Providence Journal also claims she
is “ .. .One o f those very, very rare
songwriters who can really make a
listener smile, or hurt.” Music
Director o f KEZX/FM, Seattle
WA also says, “ Cheryl is an i
tremety talented songwriter who
brings powerful-emotion-to every

,

..... , ....

What 1. like m ost a b o u t'
Wheeler’s album is that the instruments-sre very soft but distinct
and it allows her voice to rise above
arid the words one can clearly hear.
Her words are very emotionally
moving and her voice is incredible,
it reaches the various extremes and
is never drown out by loud accom
panying music.
She does an excellent job of get
ting the song's message across.
The type o f m usic this
singer/songw riter produces is
something quite different from
anything I have ever heard.
It is called A .O.R., Album
Orientated Rock, that is a cross: mix between “ Top 40," folk/rock,
pop, and Country Western Music.
It has its own beat and Wheeler’s
Contipited to page 17

Rock and Roll Stories
Unleashed by Dave Marsh
by Joe Flynn
David Marsh is the founding
father of Creem magazine and also
the associate editor o f the Rolling
Slone magazine.
For the most part, he has spent
15 years zealously defending and
censoring rock and roll. It is said
that Dave Marsh has perhaps more
than any other critic, promoted the
idea that at its finest rock and roll
is the public voice o f the have-nots.
To a large crowd in ’64 Hall on
Dec. 2, Dave Marsh spoke about,
many issues that confront rock and
roll today. At the' lecture he
answers “ Is rock aftd roll to blame
for the increasing teenage pregnan
cy and use o f drugs?” He says no.
He blames the members o f Con
gress and the PMRC (Parent's

their products.
tions on this issue, furthermore he
Among other examples were the
makes reference to a bill in Texas
' questioning by the PMRC and
which states that "kids under 14
other Congressional members of
may not attend obscene rock con
Bruce Springsteen’s “ Both in the
certs.” He sees that a great obstacle
USA” album. While it is con
of legislation such as this is defin-’
sidered by a majority as being a
ing exactly what "obscene” is.
very patriotic iibum, Congress and
Also M arsh points out a
the PMRC found its content offen
“ touch” o f hypocrisy among
sive. To make up for this, at
members of the PMRC He attack
ed "Tipper” Gore on the issue o f : ; Springsteen’s concert in Pittsburgh,
he donated Si million to the hungry
obscene lyrics.' It dealt with the
in the U.S. this exposed “ the com
movie “ Purple Rain" which was
plete failure o f government to do
considered the most controversial
something about the outrageous
film o f 1984 because o f its explicit

Pieta red above is local recording star Cheryl Wheeler who it
scheduled to release new albam tooa.

PPAC Presents:

“ Stop The World I Want
to Get Off”

by Jen LaTorre
his son, wc see alterations he must’T il
Picture' an old rubbish yard o f
make in order to provide for them; l l
-ironic white that is brought to life
which meant to be separated from f |
star-studded cast
n m ^ . .them for long periods o f time. This a
’ is wjjen’the; probkeihs arise.
J
Anthony Newley and you have the
teresting is that the PMRC could
tains sexually explicit lyrics, dealing
m usically-panto/nlhedgW M ia^
a fte r
losing
his " S S T *
with masturbation. "Tipper’s” ■ findmothing wrong with Live Aid,
“ Stop the World 1 Want to Get
child, a son, we see the alterations. ^
Farm Aid or USA for Africa.
eight year old daughter memoriz
O ff,”
he m ust m ake and the #
Finally, the last issue Marsh aded these these lyrics. However
problems that arise within
PPAC opened this excellent pro
Marsh questions Tipper’s outrage ■H dressed was onbe again against Tip
. family. 't|§J
duction on Friday nite, November
per Gore. Gore opposed Madonna
at this song when tipper herself en
i;?J.. The audience, as wsrfi as the
, :5Utt|e C hap“ feels that h eb asg *
• last •year stating that she “ taught
joys “ Let’s Op-Crazy” which also
east, became very involved with
been ■'‘lumbered'* and as the'lJiS
dressing the relevant issues which
little
girls,
how
to
be
porn
queens
contains sexually suggestive lyrics
each line arid;tune delivered by the . song emails he blames the changes
exist in the U.S. today,
in heat. ” However, she now praises
and is on th e P urple R ain
' opportunistic ■ character! “ Little
th a t have occured in his -¥i
Darid Marsh visiously attacks,
‘ Maidonna for her most recent song
C hap."
life on his wife, which he will later: ;
the PMRC and the PTA (Parent
“ Papa Don’t Preach" because of
The record companies and MTV
Based on Marcel Marceau’s
regret.
. . . X-A
Teachers Association) which headits
anti-abortion
theme.
are also questionable, says Marsh,
novel “ Seven Ages o f Man” we ac
Throughout his life he ignores/^
ed by the wife of the Senator Alber
: David Marsh makes relevant
Marsh believes that MTV and the
company “ Little Chap” through
the! needs and feelings of boUr.'-'|
to Gore, “ Tipper Gore” .
•points about the faults of Congress
recording companies no longer
each
stage
o
f
his
life.
his family and wife Evie and it U‘ . i
What he states is that the PTA
the PMRC, MTV and recording
view music as an art form, but on
The audience kept unusually
d ot until the final scene
and the PMRC state that records
companies. However, he makes the
ly as a, means of making money.
quite as they,waited for Newley to
that he himself realizes it.
containing “ profanity or obscene:
governmental system and its
Marsh says that music to the
approach each phase o f his life. He
Feeling a bit guilty about ha ^
lyrics” should bear warning labels
m em bers, seem like useless
“ have-nots” Is a way perhaps of
leffus
very
involved
laughing
and
life’s
activities and neglect for his
for parents. He then points out th at, getting an idea across or pointing
hypocrites which is far from the
“ awwing” to everything that took
wife, “ Little Chap" expresses ha A
the PMRC is anti-censorship,
truth. He also doesn’t have a very
out the problems which exist in our
place on stage. ’
guilt in a song sung bet ween he ami
however warning labels are con
objective
opinion
because
his
talk
;
country. The record companies
' We learned o f his underlying
Evie entitled “Someone Nice Like j l l
sidered to be a definite form of
contained too many personal
agreed to put labels on albums
Y°u“ .
; ■ijg
personality traits, desires, ambi
censorship.
“dislikes” which weakened his
because if they refused, Congress
tions and destined lifestyle.
This scene was touching howeVer?f|j
Another point Marsh makes is
argument such as “ Tipper Gore.”
would increase a tax on all albums
Each act allowed the audience to
the finale brought a tear to my eve.! S
that there is a 30 percent illiteracy
He
is
very
correct
about
the
need
and tapes, even tape decks. Thus,
grow w ith him th ro u g h his
Evie has just past away and dar-'-jl|
rate aniong adult Americans in the
to address the problems of hunger,
they agreed to avoid a huge loss in
vivacious and meandering youth
ing his mourning his daughter .jig
U.S. today . What Marsh asked the
drugs, etc. rather than rock jyrics.
profits. He believes that Tipper
and early adulthood and finally un
presents him with news of h i >| | |
PTA is what the PTA is doing to
It is up to you to decide who is
-Core, MTV aqd Rolling Stone
til his realizations drawn in his old
pregnancy. He ignores her l l
Lower this illiteracy rate. The PTA
wrong and who is right because the
want Rock n Roll to get back in line
age.
completely.
;''i£|S
had very little to say about it’s ac
issue will be around as long as Dave
to promote the further selling of
Newley truly performs his role of
In grief still, he sadly sin g tjll
Marsh is around.
“ Little Chap” , who through com
“ What Kind o f Fool Ain 1“ almw^ t l
ic relief shows us what it is like to
as if it is a self reflection of his lifeY-lIi
grow up and face the world.
Directly following we s « $ l l
D uring th e perform ance,
through pantomine, his negleete#‘fi||
whenever I ‘Little C hap” got
daughter give birth to hear son, who.’-!ia
on arival is dead.
liiJ
himself into a high preSsured situa
tion, he would shout out “ Stop the
Enraged “ Little Chap“ astu^Ma
world” , The lights would dim and
God why He has to take his nesB|l§
spotlighted, he would whistle a
life and not his own. He argues ihat’MS
tune shuffling hip feet to a comer
he has already lived all that he'-fjs
o f the stage, and through jest
wants, without his wife he fc f 9
would deliver his perspectives o f his
nothing...
present situation and o f what he
...A flash o f light and loud'JS
should do.
thimder transforms them and dte'|18
child arises.
y i
The stage would not continue
until the laughter ceased, which
A very strong ending was nk#y * 3
allowed everyone to thoroughly en
accompanied by a personal than|*,$jj
joy the show.
you from Anthony Newley.
We witness how four women he
said that he thanked us for ‘‘cofe&lla
meets in his life, all played by Suzie
ing out on such a cold night. Thanfc&ffl
Plaskin, affect and interfere in has
you“ . When instead o f thanks
life.
deserved for doing such an a As “ Little Chap” and his fami
* ppac
‘l a g
Photo o f Dave Marsh at a recent lecture held in ’64 Hall. (Cowl photo
ly evolves, and after th? death of
Continued on page 17
6y Beth Nash)
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:rtainment
Get In The Christmas
Spirit of Trinity Rep
By Anne Sullivan
This holiday season is celebrated
the traditional way at Providence’s
Trinity Reperatory Company with ■
its tenth annual theatre production
o f Charles Dickens’ classic A
Christmas Carol. The Trinity Com
pany triumphed again in sue- .
eessfully portraying the poignance
and wonderment o f this inspiring
tale about a change in one man’s
soul, a change that held the pro
mise o f a greater transformation
for society. As innovatively
directed by Ken Bryant, we see
depicted Dicken’s conviction that
. the brotherhood embodied in the
spirit of Christmas only has mean
ing if it is allowed to bloom -■
throughout the year, taking the
very real form o f a passionate con
cern for the condition o f mankind.
Bryant is the Associate Artistic
Director of the Dallas Theatre
Center who was chosen for: this
year’s production because o f his
creative staging expertise. Directors %
Adrian Hall and Richard Cumm
ins also proved their excellence in
application o f the talents o f Ed
Hall (as Ebenezer Scrooge), Brian
McEleney (as Jacob Marley), and
Timothy Crowe (as Bob Cratchit).
As you cling td the robes o f:
Dickens’ Christmas Spirits, the
scenes take you through the past*
present, and future o f Scrooge’s
life asking the question “ W hat is

Christmas?” . In his childhood we
see the holiday season as the time
when men and women open up
their hearts freely; J u t as Scrooge
groyys older and more wordly he
begins to bind his heart with the
chains that lead him to eternal im
prisonment through opportunity
misused. The ghost of his coporate
partner* M arley.warns him not to
fall into the selfish trap o f the
material world. With remorse he
tells Scrooge o f his mistakes. That
kindness, chanty, and mankind
were his business, and not making
money.
T he inerplay of characters mix-,
ed with the enthusiasm of the
whole company ensured a feast for
the eyes. Musical direction of
William Damkochler, scenery by
Robert Soule, and costume design
by William Lane emphasized this
festive spirit.
Dicken’s good friend Francis
Jeffery summed up well the feelings
the audience feh in seeing A
Christmas Carol. “ Blessings on
your kind heart, you should be

kind feelings, and prompted more
positive acts o f beneficence, that
can be traced tto all the pulpits arid
confessionals in Christendom since
Christmas 1*42.”
}

'^??T Tv?5”'1f ■

Timothy Crowe and Laura Abb Wortbcn as Bob * Mrs. Cntchitf; with Patricia McGaire. Donald
Reck, Tracy Young, and Michael DonoeOy as Tiny Time in Trinity «**'» production of Cbaries Dickens’

A Christmas Carol, adapted by Adrian Hall and Richard Camming with original mask by Richard
Camming. (Photo by Mark Morelli)

The Untold Stories of Fidel Castro
Revealed Within the Pages of New Book

tion, which has takenTefuge in
fU M Castro: Apartheid is the
Apgpls^ ipg been the victim of
f # ■ » shameful, traumatizingy.and
brutal Scmth African massacres.
1 ihconceivabli crime that existsih
But the West never even hears
today’s contemporary world. I.
anything abput.this:
Can’t thixjlc -of anything else as '■ ; In brief, I think that nothing can
‘ serious-from a moral and human
stop the course p f history. Nothing
Not a single, effective, practical
can prevent ‘ N am ibia’s inmeasure has been adopted against
South Africa, really pressuring it to . dependence, just as nothing can
prevent the' tens o f millions of
standpoint-as apartheid- .the sur
Africans living in ghettos and Banvival o f apartheid is a disgrace to
tustans in their own homeland
humanity. T';t rj• •' .
M # f|
from some day becoming the
put an end tb the apartheid system.
• masters o f their own destiny.
The United States has systematical
•Drug Trafficking and Cub*
ly opposed all sanctions against the
Congressman Mervyn M.
South African regime—
’/
Dymaliy: Reagan administration
'•
1^,
in
compliance
with
the
xions with President Castro in
officials have testified before Conuniversal condemnation o f apar
Havana produced over 25 hours of
. gress that the government has con
theid,
South
Africa
were
effectiVety.
taped conversation. These frank
crete evidence o f a Cubanlated. economic sanctions! were
exchanges cover dozens o f topics.
Colombian drug connection. Is
plemented against if, and
The topics include-U.S.-Cuban
Cuba actively involved J in drug
:ey?ryone
were
to
support
item
,
relations, South Africa and apar
trafficking?...
South Africa’s apartheid system
theid, the role of Cuban troops in
Fidel Castro:It’s absolutely im
would come to an end.
Africa, involvement in drug traf
possible f o r the U.S. government
ficking; the Olympics, and more.
to have a single shread o f evidence
In addition, the book reveals much,; . - •Namibia V'!;
C ongressm an M eryyn M. * o f this. kind-..if we stick to facts,
■'abont the Hfe o f Fidel Castro, his
Dymally:How do you view the ’ during the last 26 years, Cuba’s
'
record in this regard has been
situation m-Namibia& What will
and his views on Cuba itself.
. spotless. In our country, prior to
the future hold?
'
Pathfinder Press has published
the revolution, drugs were used,
Fidel
Castro:...In
the
case
of
three collections o f C astro’s
sold, and produced. The very first
Ndmibia, it m u st be included
speeches and writings o f Nelson
thing the revolution did was to
among the great and just causes of
Mandela, and books by Malcolm
eradicate that problem. Strict
A frica. Nam ibia has fought
X and leaders o f the Sandinista
measures were taken to destroy
tenaciously:
thousands
o
f
its
revolution in Nicaragua.
★ CASTRO
FIDEL CASTRO: NOTHING .i courageous sons and daughters
Continued on page 12
| have died there. Its civilian popuiaCAN STQP THE COURSE OF
HISTORY . 258 pp, photographs,
$7.95. This book will be available
in local bookstores or by mail from
Pathfinder Press, 410 West S t.,
New York, NY 10014.
Below are excerpts from an in
terview /bjr Jeffrey M. Elliot arid
Congressman Mervyn M, Dymally.
’ Apartheid
Professor Jeffrey M, Elliot:In
recent months, South Africa’s
OPEN 7 DAYS A W EEK
system o f racial apartheid has .
drawn considerable criticism.. .Do
you envisage an end to apartheid?

FIDEL CASTRO: NOTHING
CAN STOP THE COURSE OF
HISTORY was published in late
September by Pathfinder Press in.
New York. It is the longest and
most wide-ranging interview ever
granted toU -S. citizens by Cuban
Castro.
The interview that produced the
book was conducted by Dr. Jeffrey
M. Elliot, a professor o f political.
. science a t North Carolina CEntra)
University, and U.S. Congressman
. Mervyn M. Dymally o f California,
a member o f the Hpuse Foriegn

f

ihe Cour. c

■- ,

Jeffrey M. Elliot and Marvyn M ?•vanity •
Photo taken Is picture of the cover o f the book “ Nothing Can Stop
the Course o f Historv.”

I TANNING

B o d y Music Exercise Studio

•SAFE& CLEAN
• BEOS & CAPSULES
•NO PEELING
\ •'NOBURNING

is proud to announce its move to a new
and expanded facility located a t . ..

\

i

184 Kinsley Avenue
Providence, B r

Reservations: 273-29B2

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

• 2 minutes from downtown Providence
• easy accessibility to Routes 95 & 10
• am ple free parking
• convenient hours
• New England’s l a t e s t studio
• new tree-weight room
• high-energy atm osphere'
• professional instruction

For More inform ation

FIRST
VISIT F R E E , . .

GOOD ClXAK_rUNJ__

” i^

Call 521-3440

carpent^

s t ._ p r o v id e n c e Tr i

(Dean St. betw een B roadw ays Fountain St)

»
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Beatrice Roth Stars in Her
Own Production at Brown
by Mike McGrath

Clint Eastwood stars as Marine combat veteran T o m Highway in a tense battlefield scene from "H eart
break Ridge", a Malpaso production for Warner Bros. Release.

Eastwood Stars in New Film
"H eartbreak Ridge” is the story
o f Tom Highway, a Marine G u n -.
nery Sergeant vijho represents the
traditional approach to trainning,
discipline
and
m ilitary
preparedness. A soldier without a
war. Highway is Eastwood's classic
portrayal o f a man in transition, a
combat veteran facing modern

★

i bureacraey,. inept leadership, tini willing trainees, and the.hpstility of
i hisex-wife. This is Eastwood at his
•’ best in a role which reflect’s one
man’s sense o f dedication and
resolve. Tdm Highway has his
philosophy justified in a call to
1arms Sending him and his 2nd
i Marine Recon platoon to a tiny

island in the Caribbean called
“ Heartbreak Ridge” also starsMarsha Mason, was produced by
Clint Eastwood,-and was written
by Jim Carabatsos. Fritz Manes
served as executive producer, with
music by Lennie Niehaus.

Good Luck on Finals *

IMAGINUS
E X H IB IT IO N
AND SALE ct
FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS

NEW THIS YEAR:
• 24”«34” GALLERY SERIES

On December Sth and 6th, the
Brown University Theatre Depart
ment presented guest artist Beatrice
Roth at the Leeds Theatre perfor
ming her “Trilogy” o f three pieces,
“ Seventeen” , “ At the Time I Was
Studying Carole Lombard” , and
"The Father” .
The first two o f these unrelated
pieces were performed at New
Y ork’s “ avante garde” , RECHER-CHEZ Theatre in 1982 and
1983, In April o f 1985, “ Trilogy”
was conceived and performed by
the Wooster Group a t the Performing Garage o f New York City.
Beatrice Roth is familiar with the
many different modes o f acting
from television to filth, radio and
theatre. She has been on and off
Broadway, and has performed
regionally for twenty-five years.
She is most closely, associated with
the RE-CHER-CHEZ studio in
New York city, where she has
worked with Lee Breuer and Ruth
Maleezech o f Mabou Mines. She
has also worked with Elizabeth .
Tecom pte’s W ooster G roup, and
on it’s controversial presentation of
“ L .S /p .” As well as being an actress, Miss Ro'h is also a wellestablished poet/playwright, and is
a 1986 recipient o f the Macknight
Fellowship for playwrights.
All credentials aside, “ Trilogy”
challenges my conceptions of
theatre. Firstly, it is unique in that
it is performed by its author. Thus,
the nuances o f meaning through
movement o r tone o f voice are not
lost in the shuffle of production or
interpretation by middle-men, ie
director or actor.
There is a direct link between the
artist and the craft that likens it to
watching a painter at work, or at
tending a poetry reading. The seRoth's dialogue was extremely
poetic in its images and word
changes.
In “ Seventeen” , Roth'begins
with a pseudo-scientific description
o f the formation of the earth and
then slips into a cathartic confes* CASTRO continued from pg. 1
tory o f the revolution, no drugs
have been brought Into Cuba, nor
has any money been <made from
drugs coming from anywhere
else...
Cuba is the place most feared by
drug smugglers. Although our
mariiuana fields and to strongly
punish alt fonfis p f drug produc
tion and trafficking. Since the vie-.

country has been blockaded by the
U.S. and has n o obligation to
cooperate with the United States on
this or any other problem, Cuba
has stood sentinel against the drug
traffic in the Caribbeah-as a mat
ter o f self-respect, a simple ques
tion o f prestige and m oral
rectitude.

• TRAVEL POSTERS
• POSTCARDS
Campus Paperback Bestsellers |

' 1

*** a,°"n’ ■•

:l< lj^afe»g»ga5S g!S S S ^. ■
FEATURING: Old Masters,

DATE: D ec 11-12
TIME: 9-5
PLACE: Slavin

Impressionism. Surrealism,
Van Gogh, Picasso, Escher,
NASA Photos, Car Posters,
Laser Art, Museum Posters:
and more.

$2.50 each

"T ^ ^ S s s i K i^ Z ff* :55r-

t >CTl«,PMiglti S—t (Pal, $4.95.)BaNnCIn m rm of * '

~*T1» HuntiwKMOeM*,^ TomClarcy. <MMy. 0U0.)
nwtCTabgaw<*arcja«t»jtxT»rt»
« . 1t» VMM iw w , byAme He* |M M n K50.)
MHM%*iy<*««m*tnc»*nxkaM.
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M O S T L A R G E P R IN T S

MOST SMALL PRINTS

yssgf***”

i New & Recommended

PRICES
$4.50 each

«■

; «. th»t o t r t ^ TQMrt» by^ T yl»-(B »^ ,$«ioj

OVER 400

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
Theme o f Pagnini by Blacher and
will conclude with various selec: tidns from Wagnerian operas.
Clarinetist Jean Kopperud will join

by Anne Sullivan
Bell
G allery ,
L ist
A rt
Center,Brown University, 64 Col
lege Street, Mon-Fri 11 am-4 pm,
Boston Museum o f Fine Arts,
Tues-Sun 10 am-5 pm, (617)
267-9377. Free introductory tours
o f the Asiatic Collections, Tues-Fri
11:30 am and 1:30 pm
Hunt Cavanagh A rt Gallery,
865-2401. Hours: M on-Frj, 9-4
p m. A rt faculty Christm as Sale
featuring James Baker, Susan
D ’Avanzo, Richard Elkington, and
Adrian Debash, O.P. through Dec.
17.
Rhode Island Committee fo r the
Hum anitiesW arwick M useum,
3259 Post Road.
Tues-Fri I t am-4 pm Sat-SUn 2 pm
to 5 pm
Rhode island School o f Design
Museum 224 Benefit St., Pro
vidence, 331-3513. Hours: Tues,
Wed, Fri and Sat 10:30 a.m.-5
p.m.; Thur. 12-9p.m. Dec. 10-ian
3 6-8 pm A rt for your Collection
XXIII- this annual exhibition o f art
which is for sale, features works
selected by the museum’s curatorial
Staff front; dealers and galleries
throughout the Northeast through
Dec, 14.
Rhode Island Watercolor Society
Gallery, Christmas Little Picture
Sale through Jan. 2,
Woods-Gerry Gallery, 62 Prospect
St., Providence. Mon-Fri 9 am-4
pm; Sat 11 am-4 pm,- Sun 2-5 pm
URI Main Gallery, Kingston, Rl,
792-2131’. Mon-Fri !2-'3; pni & d
Tues-Fri 7:3b-9:3()pm; P ho to
Gallery, Kent Kirby- Collotypes
dirough Dec. 19.

by Anne Sullivan
P rovidence P erform ing A rts
Center,220 Weybosset St.,Pro
vidence 421-2997. For ticket infor42

:

Forresier^and the Tanglewood
Boston MA. 267^973.
at 3 pm Stephen Drury on piano
will perform two sonatas of
Charles Ives including Sonata 'l Concord, Ma. 1840-60.

a play by Pierre Beaumarchais Feb.
26-March 1, 5-8 at the Faunce
2nd Story Theatre, 75 John St.,
Blackfriars Theatre, Providence
College, 865-2327.
B r i e h W K i t a t e , P „ , i dm c»,
Zeiterion Theatre, 684 Purchase
S treet,
New
B edford,M a.
997-5664. The Nutcracker per
formed by the Festival, Ballet of
Providence Sat. pec. 20 at 2 & 7:30
pm and Sun. Dec. 21 a t 2 pm.
Windgate Theater,60 Mounthope
Ave., Providence, 421-9680.
Swanhurst Theatre40 West Broad
way, Newport, 353-1878. Bach
Christm as Concert Dec. 14 at 4
Ci(y Nights Dinner Theatre, 27 ExD ec.21, Di.cken’s classic
Christinas Carol

A

Alias Smith and Jones, 50 Main
St., East Greenwich. 884-0756.
Wed.-Thu rs: Tom Hynes (DJ)
Fri. Poor Boy
Sat .. Anger Road
Frat House, 1522 Smith Street,
North Providence. 353-9790:
Wed. Steve.Smith & Nakeds
Mon. Tarot
q . Flagg's, 3172 Pawtucket Ave.,
P ik e’
Mon., Fri., Sat. Fallen Angel
Tues. Million Pictures
Wed. The Name
Sun. Loose Change
J R .'s Fastlane, Washington Sti,
Providence. 273-6771

Sfc'SfirM— ' '

Fri. & Sat. Touch

.

The instruments are sofum d yet
..

H arvard U niversity-G raduate
School of Design, 4$ Quincy St.,
Cambridge, M A. Warren H. Man
ning
L an dscape
A rch itect
1860-1938—Original Landscape
drawings through Dec. 30.

21, 22 Seija Ozawa conducts

strings on the guitar.

.

stsrttsrs...!M

Westmihstefr Mall, Providence
831-3123. Dec 6, young Irish piano
soloist Barry Douglas wiH preform
sky. Mr. Massy will conduct the
Philharmonic in variations on a

•K irby’s, R t. f , Sm ithfield.
231-0230
Las! Call Saloon, 15 Elbow St., Providence. 421-7170.,
;
Wed. Groovemasters
Thurs. L-Tribe
; Fri. Luther Guitar Jr. Johnson
wAhe Puppies
Sat. Young Neil and the Vipers
Tues. Black S tar, Verticle
Pillows, Day 1
I ,' 55

WBEroW■

Thurs. The Lucy Show
1:30 4:15 7.10 9:45
Fri. Timbuk 3
Soul Man
Sat. Todd Rundgren
!
1 3:05 5:10 7fl5 9:15
, Wed. Sandra Bernhard
Lupo’s, 377 Westminster St., Pro-'
vidence. 351-7927 or 351-4974
Peggy .Sue Gdt Married
Thurs. Toots apd the Maytalls,
1 3:10 5:15 7:25 9:30
Wilson Blue, Blue Roots
Showcase Cinema,,Warwick.
Fri, Lone Justice, Kid L Dean
O ff 95, Exit 8A, 885-1621
Sat. The Scheemrs
Children o f a Lesser God
Sun Big Audio Dynamite over
1:30 4:30 7:20 9:50
21
f
Eye o f the Tiger
Wed. Max Creek
1;I0 3:10 5:13 7:40 10:05
Muldooo's Saloon, 250 South
Star Trek IV
iW&te/sSl., Providence. 331-7523.
42 2:20 4:40 7:25 9:50
, Wed. Mark Quinn
Rrewaiker
Thurs. Sat. Caster Bridge Union
12:15 2:30 4:40 7:30 9.55
Tues. f.issey Lea
i ' :
Something Wild
Periwinkle’s, The Arcade. Pro
115 4:15 7:30 10
vidence. 274-0170.
Solar Babies
1:20 3:15 5:15 7:45 10:05
The Color o f Money
1:30 4:30 7:15 9:43
An American Tail
12:30 2:30 4:30 7:10 9:10
CrocodiJe Dundee
I 3 5 7:25 9:40
Soog of the South
12:45 2:45 4:45 7 9
Showcase Cinema,Seek on k. Ma.
Exit I o f RT 95 336-6020.
An American Tail
Avon Repertory Cinema, Thayer
12:45 2:45 4:45 7:43 9:20
S t., Providence. 421[ 3315.
' Something Wild
Wed.-Thurs.
1:35 4:15 7:30 10
. Angry Harvest $:15
, Half Moon St.
The Official Stqry 7
1:15 3:1-5 5:17 7:35 10:05
Fri.-Sat.
'
Firewaiker
She's Gotta Have It 7
I’2:30 2:35 4;40 7:30 9:S5
9*4 Weeks 7:15
something you would find if youS S n S Zaha"8° “, , , n , 1 f
. , All in all, 1 feit that both the

R.ght Sign” , “ Lethal Detective”
and a favorite o f mine, “ Invisible
Lady.”
“ Invisible Lady” is a song that
told o f a crazy woman in a pizza
“joiht” . The scene reminded me o f

Late show Rocky H orror ,
Cable C ar Cinema, N orth Main
St., Providence. 272-3970
Fri.-Sat. Men 7 9:15
.
C u ll, XliMier, 1025 ChaikMone
Ave., Providence. 831-2555,.'
Back to School 7
Taj Pan 8:45
Boss’ Wife 7 9
Jum pin’ Jack Flash 7 9
Lincoln Mall Cinema, Rt. 116, Lin-

North Star Records, 116 Chestnut
available at -other local record

deserve all their claimed reviews.
With finals just around the cor.Hep songs touched me in a special - ner you might want to grab a copy
and break away from the
•way and allowed m eto enjoy what
music ought to be rgood.
• monotony o f studying and enjoy
her relaxing rntftic.
; One can find-Wheeler's album at

Y \

★ PPAC
Continued from pg. 14

Continued from page 14
«

got her own style that deeply
cellent performance.
torches you. She moves you with
The set, designed by Dave Chap
the emotionafly affeaive lyrics and
man, was a very creative propt that
real- live situations found within
in no means took away from the
each song.
. .
actual acting.
. Each song has a special message
The dancing was lively and used
the entirety; o f the stage very weft,
Choreography was done by Plilip
_T%falbom itself has a great deal
Burton and Lynne Tayior-Corbett.
’ The production was an excellent
assemblage of acting talent on ali
aetors/actresses accounts and if the
opportunity was available I would
dieted” and ‘'A rrow ” truly make
definafelysee it again; The fact that
the listener, feel as if the are
the star o f “ Stop the World 1 Warn
. to Get O ff” was Anthony Newiey : centered in the middle o f the'plot.
They are songs which all of can
also was a treat in itself.

easily relate to.

★ A T T E N T IO N ★
HUNT-CAVANAGH HALL
M tT FA CULTY CHRISTM AS SA tE
DECEMBER 1 thru DECEMBER 17
Located on the Lower Campus

FRIARS DESIRES
Hours for Reading and
Final Exam Periods
Thursday, Friday • December II, 12
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday, December 14
Noon - 10 p.m.
Monday-Thursday • December 15-18
10 a.m.-lO p.m.
Friday, December 19
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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HOP NEWS
WELCOME BACK
buf...be ready to pack your bags
to go SKIING for one person will
win a trip for two!

JAN.
23

9-12

’64 HALL

COFFEEHOUSE
BOP LECTURE:

NASA Astronaut
JAY A PT
...talks about the shuttle
disaster, the future & manned
space flight and of the
space program itself.

IAN. 28th
ICE CREAM SUNDAE!
w /T im Mels

on JANUARY 27
the 1st year anniversary
of the shuttle disaster.
8 p.m. - '64 Hall

JAN.
25th

LAST RESORT
Superbowl Party
I.D. Required *21 & over
9 >1 a.m.

■FEATURES
“ take A ll 12!” Shakes
Up P C ’s Campus
And yet another Rock ’n Roll
band appears on the otherwise
sluggish PC campus. First, there
Was Cost o f Living, who then turn
ed into Retinal Arcade. And now
there’s take All 12!
For those who know nothing
about their story (ie most of you
reading this), it goes someting like
this: the band formed in February
with Matt Marano (Class of ’89) on
drums, Tim Dever (Class o f ’87) on
base guitar, a nd Greg HaH, an old
friend o f M arano from Port
sm outh, RI on guitar. A fter
numerous practice sessions, the
band emerged from the summer
without a vocalist.
* ' ■
Enter Gerard Holmes, an old'
frien od Denver’s from Brockton,
Massachusetts. As fo r the rest o f
their story...listen up!
Cowl: How would you describe
your sound?
gl
Holmes: “ Louii?”
Denver: “ Lively...a bit fa st.”
Marano: “They have actual guitars
and drum s.”
Hall: “ Music to bang your bongo
b y.”
H |

Denver: “ Myself.”
Holmes: “ Next question?”
Cowl: W ho writes your songs, and
what do you write about?
Morstno: “ We alt write songs. We
collaborate and work bn them at
practice.”
Holmes: “ We try to write about
basic human emotions and situa
tions and try to get them across to
people. The trouble is, the music is
so loud you can never hear the
words!”
Denver-“ Somebody asked me the
other day if we had songs that were
political. But we just write and play
about life, so sometimes it does get
political. Sometimes you can not
ignore iu .it hits your everyday life.
Like the fact that they’re trying to
censor Rock ’n.Roll records!”
Holmes: “ But that’s not all we
write about.”
Marano: “ We like to try and get
people moving by playing as best
as we can. Sometimes it works,
sometimes it doesn’t; people get
too drunk and they do not feel like
dancing.”

Cowl: W hat d o you think o f Rock
Cowlt W hat do you d o to prepare
'n Roll today?
Hall'. Boring. I sold my radio. Go
for shows? •
see us...we need your support.”
M arano: “ W e rehearse in a base
Marano: “The record companies
ment, not.that we like to . I t is cold
own the groups. A nd they tell them
down there this time o f year!”
what to play. So you have all these
Holmes: “ And its annoying to the
groups who are boring and sound
people who live there! They’re
alike. Everyone on this campus
'"■more patient with us than they
should be!”
■'■ who plays an ^instrument should
Denver: “ We wanted to get s place
Denver: “ Nobody told Chuck
* on cam pus w here we could
rehearse. The administration was
Berry what to play! I think that if
you’re interested in music, its im
r, really helpful. They told us there
portant to go see the local struggl
were places on campus where we
ing bands a t the Living Room or
Sjfcould definitely rehearese, They
put us in touch with certain student
. the Rocket. T he listings are in the
Newpaper every Wednesday. Go
' organizations like the BOP, who
see t h a n - I f you d o n ’t like it, do
were in charge o f the facilities
not go again...but just try it.”
available. But the would not let us
Holmes; “ And since no one owns
use a room. We rah into a brick
o r will own us, we m ake our own
wall.”
sound.”
Cowl: Musically, who were you in
■ Ans so another band is added to
fluenced by?
Hall: “ Creedence, Fabulous
the virtually non-existent PC music
scene, take AH 12 will be perform
Thunderbirds. I also like the
ing at the Living Room tomorrow
Groovemasters and the blues.”
night at 9 pm.
Marano: “ Chuck Berry, Little
R i c h a r d .. .T h e
Clash...Y’Know...Rock ’n Roll.”

P C ’s Christmas Festival
by Glenn Deegan
The Third Annual Providence Christmas'festival
will be
College Christmas
Festival win
Saturday, December 13 and Sun
Sunday, December 14 from 10 am to
5 pm each day. This year’s festival
promises to be bigger and better
Last year over 6000 people
passed through the doors o f Peter
son Rec. to attend the festival. This
year’s edition o f a growing PC
tradition figures tp attract an even
bigger crowd.
'
This year’s Christmas Festival
will feature over 100 vendors to
assist you with your Christm as'
shopping. The wide range o f com
modities available should allow you
to find gifts for everyone o n your
Christm as list.
This gala event will also feature
a food pavilion offering a wide ar
ray o f goodies from popcorn to
nachos with cheese to meatball and
sausage grinders.
As has been the case in the past,
this year’s festival will also feature
live entertainment including several
popular student performers. Satur
day afternoon’s festivities will be
highlighted by an auction which
promises to have some very appealing items up for bidding. From Red

_
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From left, Greg Hall (guitar), Gerard Holmes (vocals), Matt Marano (seated) drums; Tim Denver (bass
guitar). Photo by Colleen McConagle)

Meagher Hall Goes Mental!
by Patty Filippelll
If you were wondering why peo
ple were walking around smiling,
hugging and giving out warm fuz
zies during the week of November
17-21, here’s th e . answ er-it was
Positive M entaj Attitude Week
(PMA) in Meagtjer Hall and it in
volved the whole PC community!
The idea o f P ^ A was suggested
by Michele Cavanagh, Head Resi
dent of Meagher, to enhance com
munity participation and pick up
the attitude o f Meagher residents
about themselves a n d ' others.
Michele got the idea from a
workshop she attended at Westfield
College in the fall.
Within no time at all Michele’s
idea became reality--including cut
ting o ut smiley faces and bears to
be put all over the walls o f every
floor in Meagher.
Michele reflected and stated,
“ Much o f the surCess o f the week
was due to Mary Taylor, president
o f Meagher, Ann Marie Martins,
Treasurer, and fioOr reps! The par
ticipation o f the floors in prepar
ing for the events themselves was
as much a part o f the success of
PM A as th e events, w ere.”
Everyone w orked very well
together and community spirit
flourished!
When asked what the goal of

PM A was Michele replied,1“ To try
and further develop a community
that was ?!rfeady developing. It was
a good time to d d it, right before
Thanksgivingbreak-to pi^k upihe
. a t t j j ^ e ,^'dut-dfeemselyes and
The week began with smiles
plastered dn all’the walls as well as
‘the faces o f most o f the resident*.
Tuesday was official bear hug day.
Each" Meagher resident was asked
to give a minimum o f four hugs;
most gave many more! Wednesday
many lucky PC students and facul
ty received wartn fuzzies-a sign of
friendship from Meagher residents.
Thursday was one day o f the year
when almost all roommates in
Meagher tried to be nice to their
roommates all day! That is, until
Roommate Game when the truth
really was revealed! Friday was
perhaps the most Meaghervalous
day and “ What a Meaghervalous
Dky” it was! All residents wore
their shirts with Meagher’s motto
this year-“ Meagherdi Gras-where
the celebration never ends!”
M ary Taylor, president o f
Meagher, expresses that at first she
wasn’t sure how it was going to go
- over, but everything w$nt really
well. She could not stress enough
that the-week could not have run
so well if everyone did not work
together and participate. The floor

reps did so much and were very
much a part o f the reason why the
week was so successful.
Mary said she vyas really pleas
ed with the spirit o f participation
and excellent involvement o f all the
residents, it w as'th e first time
anything like this has been don*
and Mary said she was excited that
Meagher could do it.
Dennis DelGizzo, Associate
Director of- Residence, was also
supportive o f PMA. Not only is his
office filled with smiley faces,
bears, and warm fuzzies, he stated
“ 1 think it was great. I was very
pleased^With the week. Michele is
doing a great job.. I wish we had
more o f that kind o f spirit that we
need to do things like that.”
He also said, “ That’s what
Residence Board is all about,
building community, that’s what
we’re all about!” It was obvious
Fr. Boridi was very into the week;
each day he would ask Cavanagh,
“ What day is it today?"
All of the residents and PCcom 
munity-seemed to accept and ex
press approved and support for
PMA. Some Raymond Residents
(Rm. 303) even said, “ You do so
many nice things in Meagher.”
There is no doubt the week was a
success; it achieved its goal, every
day is a “ Meaghervalous” day in
Meagher!

yui.r lqveit
Sox tickets to student slaves to din
ner with Dean Gemma are just a
few o f the unique items. Do not
miss the new Dunking Booth where
you can take final’s fustrations out
by dunking students and faculty.
The admission price for the
Festival will be $1 for adults. PC
students and children will be admit
ted for 50 cents and children under
ten for free. Proceeds from this,
event will benefit PC and in part,
the Meeting Street School for han
dicapped children.
See you there!

Michele Cavanagh, Head Resident of Meagher, and Mary Taylor, President of Meagher, “try to make
Meagher not only a place to Hve but a place people can appreciate aad be proud of.” (Cowl photo
by: Mary Ann Doyle)
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t In Time For Exams
Relieve Your Back
Exercises for Low Back Pain
Don'! overdo exercising especiallyiin ihe beginning.
Start by Hying the movements slowly and carefully.
Don't be alarmed if you experience some mild discomfort
which lasts a few minutes. But if pain is more that
mild and lasts more than 15 or 20 minutes, stop and
do no further exercises until you see your doctor.

The Brass Horse Tavern
Gallops Into Town
by To n y and Ron
The Brass Horse restaurant is
more than just a nice place to eat.
It is also a nightclub, tavern, and
banquet room.
The restaurant, since Its opening
in October has enjoyed success
because it offers its customers good
service, great food, and an ex
cellent atmosphere.
Inside the Brass Horse, on the
ground floor, one finds oneself sur
rounded by natural light wood.
A tuxedo clad waiter was at our
table almost immediately after we
were seated and continued to be
there whenever and as soon as he
was needed, adding to the enjoy
ment of our dining.
A freshly baked loaf o f Italian
bread starts o ff every meal. We
followed the bread with a Caesar
salad and a bottle o f white wine.
We had difficulty choosing an
entree because there were many ap
pealing options.
The Brass Horse specializes in
Cajun cooking, a method of
preparing food popular in the
southern states. Cajun food is
often very spicy and sometimes in
volves the blackening o f fish or
beef.
The Brass Horse also uses an
open flame, mesquite cooking pit
prepare some o f its dishes. Cook
ing with mesquite on an open tlame
locks in the natural flavor and
juices of a meat unlike any other
conventional method of food

preparation. While a barbeque pit
in the middle o f a most elegant
restaurant may seem unusual,
however, it is tended with perfec
tion to the traditional Style of the
restaurant.
For dinner, we decided to order
baked stuffed shrimp and Idaho
rainbow trout. The shrimp were
prepared with a bread stuffing. The
trout was boned and served with a
light white wine and lemon sauce.
The fish, served whole and grilled
was tender and flaky.
Both meals came with wild rice,
fresh broccoli, and small baked red
potatoes. From first bite to last, the
meal was excellent.
Entrees range in price from
$10-18.
. Jacket and fie are appropriate,
for the main dining room.
If you desire a less formal din
ing atmosphere, you can dine in a
dimly lit fireside tavern. The black
and white tiled floor adds a Euro
pean touch to the cafe.
Downstairs in the Brass Horse,
one finds Grade's Lounge, a roar
ing 20’s style nightclub. Filled with
plush seashell pink and soothing
lavender fu rn itu re , G ra d e ’s
features live entertainment nightly
and a well-stocked bar.
Whether on a date, with friends
and family, or on a business
meeting, the Brass Horse tavern,
restaurant, and nightclub provides
an entire evening of pleasure.
The Brass Horse is located on
Douglas Avenue, I'A miles from
campus.

Mt. Snow Presents
Snowbreak for Students
College students can enjoy a
week of great skiing jam packed
with exciting events during Mount
Snow’s, SnowBreak '87, offered
January 4-9, 11-16, 18-23 and
M a rch 15-20 sponsored by
Orangina.
Besides five days o f skiing,
there’s games such as Mystery on
the Mountain, Snow Architecture
101 (snow sculpture contest), Nerfball Hoop Shoot, Snpw G o lf Tou r' nament, Klondike Race and Hacky
5 Sack Marathon. Serious skiers can
compete for a pair of brand hew
competition skis inihe College Ski
Cu p Race.
T h e Snow Barn . nightclub,
located at the base o f the moun
tain, will be the site for evening
entertainment that includes an
open mike night, Twist ’n Shout
night and Hawaaian Jam-boree
party. Thro u gh ou t the week,
students will receive Orangina t
shirts, sunglasses and other
souvenirs. Dozens o f prizes will be
awarded to top finishers at each
event,
Snowbreaks, available to groups
of 20 b r more, begin at $190 per
person (based on multiple occupan
cy) and include five days o f skiing
and five nights lodging with
breakfast and dinner. That works
out to $38 per day for a fantastic

ski vacation.
Mount Snow is a 3600 foot
mountain that offers the most ski
ing in southern Vermont. Seventyfive trails are spread over four in
terconnected mountain areas, in
cluding ihe new Carihthia slopes.
A network o f 16 lifts: provides easy
access to all areas o f the mountain.
A n d with 76 percent of the moun
tain (42 trails) blanketed by
snowmaking, Mount Snow ensures
reliable skiing as well.
F or more information or reser
vations, call Mount Snow Group
Services at 1-800-451-4443 or (802)
464-3333.

Astor’s Host
Christmas Tours
The Astors’ Beechwood an
nounces its December hours for
1986. Sunday, December 14,
Christmas tours will be held from
2 pm to 5 pm. O n Wednesday,
December 10 and Wednesday,
December 17, Christmas tours will
be held from 7 pm to 9 pm.
The Newport Players G uild will
present a Christmas program at
Beechwood on December 11, 12,
13.

Heart
Answers
Sodium and
Heart Disease
Sodium is a mineral found in
nearly all foods. The most
common source of sodium is
table salt, sodium chloride.
Sodium is a n essential
nutrient and plays a major
role in the physiological
-regulation of the body fluids.
A high intake of sodium af
fects the level of blood
pressure in som e individuals,
ft is thought that excess
sodium remains in body
tissues and holds water there.
By decreasing the sodium,
the blood pressure is reduced
by shrinking the volume of
flujd in the vessels. The
decrease in fluid reduces
pressure upon the interior
walls of the vessels and
lessens tfie effort which the
heart must put into pumping
the blood.

WERE FIGHTINGFOR
VOURUFE

Am erican Hear!
Association

CALL 331-5810
•m b 4 Trip

MUNDKM__ ________5360
n m m ------------------ $470
hubs-------------------- 53»«
n o -----------------------5539
H0N6 KOWL-------------5764
SIDKY----------------- 51150
Abac k tl S to M U>„, Hm M

a n b , h% itiw , a>4 Om FILE
a s Itatatf Trm t fetali
C a t ta d a j!

COUNQLTJtiyil
l«onat-Mo

THOUGHTI FOR THE WEEK:
Y o u ha ve tw o e ars a n d one
m o u th . Th e re fo re , y o u sh o u ld
liste n to tw ice a s m u c h a s yo u
say!

*?*■“ *- l i e

JNGBREA K FE ST I F t.
e r S ? “ v l 149:..;?25 o f f —
re Dec. 12. Bahamas also of• Lmnted edition, act now:
' an X-mas present. For more
mation, call Dan a t 865-3343.
N rs F B V in r
.
NO SERVICE. Will type stupapers, manuscripts, letters,
ses o f work. Reasonable rates:
per page. A last minute rush
‘S J T J K J F S - ‘t * " '
ed, call 521-5646. Best tune,
tternoon.
NOS PIZZA: the nation’s
pizza delivery company is
i 25 competitive people to
Jt team. Guaranteed $5.00
r. Need car an d insurance.
e hours. We tailor work
‘round your schedule. Appy at 14 Fallon Ave., corner
itone. and A cadem y. /

media events as “ Live A id” i»nd
“ Band Aid, *’ Jh e Blue Pelican
raised $3000 to aid famine victims
m Ethiopia by holding a m use
marathon.
“ Buying a ticket to the Music
M arathon will give people the
chance to help those in need right
here pn the Island and o f course,
the music arid a great time promis
ed mahes it all that much better,”
Audette said.
In addition to the music, food
will be served and various prizes
and gift certificate will beraffled
off.
Tickets to the Music Marathon
are $8 in advance and $10 at the
door. They are available at The"
Blue Pelican, Lucy’s Hearth at all
New England Ticketron outlets.
F o r m ore in fo rm a tio n , call
(401)847-2021 or (401)846-4896.

.
.

month (Sept.-June) W alt Disney
World EPC O T Institute o f Enterseekia g dancers, stm gas^m m d
edgjQBiBg
^
a o k zok H a n c , photograph aad

hS 2
s e r f for i Iu o t s ,

__
PART-TIME H ELP WANTED:
,'° worlc iir Blacksfone Valley.
Newspaper distribution offices,
M o rn in g s, late a fte rn o o n s,
w eekends. C all M r. (Quinn,
27^-7549 between 9-5.
f-

PER HUNDRED PAID for TR^ VEL FIELD POSITION imig letters from home! Send n?ediate,y available. Good commisIressed, stamped envelope ,SK>n’ valuable work experience,
ifo rm atio n /a p p lic a tio n . Jravel, and other benefits. Call Bill
tes. Box 95-B, Roselle, NJ Ryan ,oI1-free 1-800-433-7747 for
complete informational mailer.
H ELP WANTED; Friday and
Saturday nights at Silver Truck,
Possible 8 hours. Call Phyllis at
351-0144.
GIRL FRIDAY SERVICE — ■
reports, termpapers, resumes 719
Fleet Bank Building, Providence
421-0401.

« o » Unu. m . k f c r e . As • resul,,
Disney is c asih a positions in eight

Poll, S d .
Offers Pell
Intership
Fhe Pell internship, coordinatec
by the Political Science Depart
nient, involves fo rk in g \yith the
Congressional' -staff o f Senator
Claiborne Pell for one week dur
ing the spring semester. There will
be six. internship slots for PC
Students. H ie weeks designated for
Providence College are January 19,
26 and February 16.
All students are eligible for p o st
lions in. SenatorfPoll’s office.
Students must pay their own costs
(including transportation, food,
and lodging) for the internship,
though assistance in finding inex
pensive lodging (usually at local
colleges) is provided. Expenses will
be partially reimbursed. - .
■
C o n tact D r. F riedem ann
(Howiey 316; phone 2434) for ap-'
plication forms. Applications-Biust
be returned by Monday, December

tion for a Variety o f positions in
|h re e im ajor entertainm ent
categories,including (one-year con
tract) profesional singers, dancers
and musichl-theater performers;
Ute eleven-Week (June-August) All
American CoUege Band and Orehestra Program , or a new nine-

* « * » » - S agers s t a r t ! memorize
rfwrt vocal selections (ballad and
W-temo) f » d bring „ x * J shea
music m their best le y . A n accom
panist is provided.
Musicians should bring their
own instrument and three styles of
music for a five m inute presentatrnn. Sight reading material, a
piano, set, timpani and xylophone
will be provided at audition sites.
A detailed audition brochure is
available by writing Disney Audi
tion Tour ’87, P.G. Box 10, 000,
Lake Buena Vista, FL. 32830-1000
3r by calling weekdays, 10 a.m . to

The Innocence of Youth
A little boy wanted $100 very
badly arid his mother told him to
pray to God for it. He prayed and
prayed for weeks hufnothing turn
ed up. Then he decided perhaps he
would write: to God requesting
$100,
e
When the postal authorities
received the letter addressed to God
-they opened it up and decided to
send it tp the President.
The President was so impressed,
:. touched and mnusetl that he in
structed his secreatary to send the
little boy a check for $5. He
thought this woulji appear to be a
lot of money tp a b'ttle boy.

„

WILL DO TYPING in my home.
Term papers, resumes. 10 yearsW
perierice. Call- after 4-00 D m
353-7175:
. V
~ ‘ .
H IG H - E A R N IN G S . FR EE
TRAVEL BENEFITS^ National
Travel and Marketing C o - seeks
Highly Motivated Individual to
represent its Collegiate Travel
Vacations on your Campus. No ex-,
perience needed: Will train. Call i
<’ 18)8S5,7I?O orW riK . C«iipus
Vacation Associations, 26 Court
St., Brooklyn, NY 11242.

""W . " ;s - SSS I RAVEL F »E E with
■TIME JOBS—ATTEN. ^ l a n d ’s m ost exciting
STUDENTS: Earn JI25 nor
Line. Organizn
more working 15-25 horns
A ,°“
■nal armpany. Various post86 ' ,At “ “
work schedules im m Jx te - S j * 2 pr‘“ j
P “ "* iK' lfiliable. N o experience
SSI
' P“ >' T” “ * Travel
O . Call for info aud im er
W
938-8839.
a.m.-5 p.m., 617.679-0030.

1BREAK ’87. Earn a free
to Ft. Lauderdale or the
>. Students seriously inn becoming a campus rep,
0-87-BEACH.
tLE: Men’s used figure
r $20, size 10. They are in
condition. Call 758-1667
view, 9 a.m .-5.p.m .; call
'.m, on Sat.
^

fully staged productions from oldtim e vaudeville, contemporary
B r o a d l y , c o w h a n d western.

• m cottae n u a a m j j s

sponsor the M arathon because she
thinks it’s important for businesses
to give back to the community. In

Admiral Nelson:
• Thanks fo r letting
m c o m c , b„u i l

Disney Searches For Talent
Now hosting well over 21-miflic
visitors a year, W alt Disney Wori
is sending its talent scouts on a
eleven-day a ty tour Jan. 24-Marc
8 is search o f Bffgttgmen for th
■ w f y
.
y L|

H o n S n Hewn m

CLASSIFIEDS
iDENTS,
‘r -i
oing home for the holidays?
e one o f our cars fo r free.

•rvmmaamasr m ,

> * a « lH B e y Stadia T o m , Nor-

M usic Marathon
Aids H om eless
12-hour Music M arathon to
lefit Lucy’s Hearth and the
using Hotline will be held at The
* Pelican. 40 West Broadway in
■rport on Sunday, December
i from 1:00 p.m . to 1:00 a.m.
ucy’s H earth, Newport Couns only shelter fo r homeless
ten and their children works
ely with The Housing Hotline,
-hour a day crisis hotline,-tp
permanent homes for dispjacamilies.
le Music Marathon will feature
y variety o f music. Jazz and
s will start o ff the afternoon
various combinations o f rock,and boogie will be performed
aghout theevehing. The musiand groups who will be
ting their time and talent are:
i and W hite, Young Neil and
/ipers, Sea Journey; Art Map.-"?:
:er, Dennis C osta, M att—
on, Del Long, Real World and
; Mongioi.
acious Audette, owner o f The '
Pelican, said she wanted To

.

the $5 and sat down to write a
thank you letter to God, which ran
as follows:
Dear God,
Thank' you very much for sen
ding me the money. 1 noticed
that you sen! it through
Washington. As usual, those
egg-heads deducted $95!

4 Days Till
Christmas
Festival

COLLEGE STUDENTS
YOU CAN EARN UP TO
$1000-PLUS DURING SEMESTER
BREAK!!!

R G IS In v e n to ry S p e cia lists, the n a tio n ’s la rg e s t in
v e n to ry company fe seeking reliable stu dents to take
in ve n to rie s th ro u g h o u t R hode Isla n d an d S o u th
E a s te rn M a s sa c h u se tts.

Starting Salary is $5.25 par hour.
F o r m o re in fo rm a tio n a n d an in te rv ie w In y o u r
lo ca l area, call

336-5658
_ _ _____________ Opportunity Employer
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RACQUETBALL NOTES:
by Meg Morphy
The P C R acquetball Team
displayed their versatility and
dominance on the courts as they
virtually went undefeated this past
weekend against SUNY Purchase
and Bryant College. The men’s and
women’s teams annhilated SUNY
Purchase by taking all seventeen
matches. SUNY was no match for
the more experienced and cohesive
P C team.
PC , expecting some heavier
competition from Bryant, again
wiped their opponents o ff the
¥

„

courts. P C almost went undefeated
B ryant*1'

3 ' 6 f° 1 win over

Was Pleased wi,h the'r
Performance over the weekend and

S
” "is"now
" *4-|!
streak. rThe; team
PC Racquetbali
earn held a tri-meet with RPi,
R p? £ °
\ and SUNY AIbany.
„ P I’ h*10® fhe team’s rival, was
Stunned hy the P c men and women
? " d .w.e.m ho™ to Albany with a
f to 14 loss. Everyone on the team
was performing to their best abilht y- Jim Salvato an d Mike
LeBrasseur displayed
ujspiayeo Merlin..
sterling per,
.
. _

formances as they won in tie
breakers. Other fine performance'
were by Linda Belanger, Doreen
Atieh, and the doubles teams were
domineering.
Against West Point; PC also had
the upper hand. The West Point
team was only represented by the
men and one woman and this con
tributed greatly to PC ’s win. PC
won all but three matches but
otherwise won decisively. : _
However, contrary to all o f their
wins PC was dealt a vicious blow
by SUNY Albany. Albany showed
superior ability as they won 17 mat
ches torlP Cs’soneone.Mike
MikeLeBri
LeBrasseur
was
lone
winner
was
thethe
lone
winner
forfor
t hthe
e : team.

Intramural Athletic Notes

iffleball finals are at
at hand
honH and
n —j
Wiffleball
will be p layed on Tuesday
December 9. The American League
Champs, The 69ers, will take on
the NaUonal League Champs, The
Boxheads. Congratulations also go
to the AL East Champions, The
Cleveland Indians.
-H ock ey
The highlights o f ice hockey
could be summed up into one game
this week in B league. The ganie
Prtted Bolognese Construction vs.
Ethiopian National team in a
serious slugfest.
BiHy “ Chainsaw” McFarland
posted himself with his McCoBoch
and attempted to cut down the en
tire Construction team. It was a
futile attem pt because he was
ejected immediately.
Then Jay “ Beer Can” Coogan
and Jim my “ Jim Bean” Auger
tned to make a similar attack with
their breath. Again the results were
useless as Bolognese Construction
crushed the Ethiopians 8-2.

Bad Player o f Uk Week: Mark
Pachell because he was the only
player who didn't fight this week
only because he couldn’t play.
Piels lights Player o f the Week:
Bin McFarland for trying out a new
profesion as a lumberjack.
Generic Beer Refs of the Week:
Kevin Delane and Matt Kiiey for
still looking good.

Tennlc
Tennis
_ The mixed: doubles tournament
has been narrowed down to two
t?ams. The winners o f the winners
bracket is Andrea TofVey and Rob
Fritz and the winners o f the losers
bracket is P at McHugh and Gayle
Simpson.
McHugh/Simpson were also the
fjnalist team Who were defeated by
Tolvey/Fritz but came back in the
losers bracket to defeat Torn Perrault and Katie Auger in the losers
finals with the score 7-6, 6-2.
T h e best match o f the tourna
ment occurrediin the semi-finals o f
the losers bracket when Perra u lt/A u g e r edged o ut Mike
Cooper and Mary McFadden in
three sets. Their scores were 7-6,
L
5-7, 6-3;
Even thought the two teams
Fritz/Tolvey and McHugh/Simp
son have already played each other
in. th e w inners fin als, with
Fritz/Tolvey winning 6-0,6-4; both
teams are scheduled to play again
« the winners o f the winners
bracket vs. the winners o f the losers
brackets.

Vojfcybilt

'■
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breamin'. L
Moreovervih the Spike Diviskn
Final Chapter, and Alabama Sian
m7 „ , haIeai , t i e d f o r f i b pJ»«
In fhfc Set . D ivision, th
j “ndefef ,cd ‘earns include Beti
Bastoms team, Were B ad, Rod
^
1 an d S i s l e y ’s a n

Gallagher is 53rd
In NCAA Championships
thnd in the ECAC’s, second in the
New England Championships, and
third place in the Big East. Con
gratulations Siobhand for a great
season.
8
Team Results
1. Texas...................
2. Wisconsin...................... . ..64
3. Kentucky............................
4. Oregon....................... .. .167
5. Clemson..................
j 7j
6. Colorado............... Z Z Z Z .I8 6
^ale........ ....................
201

by Sean Feeiey
With a third place finish back on
November 15 at the Women's
T T , C. s at Leh'gh Pa, Siobhan
Oaflagher was the sole qualifier for
the Providence College Lady H ar
riers for the NCAA Champion
ships. (it was incorrectly reported
earlier that Tina Maloney and
Christine Crowley also qbalified)
On November 24, Gallagher
traveled to Tuscon, Arizona where
she captured 53rd place in the en
tire country. Her time o f 18:12 25
over the 5000 meter course was
quite an accomplishment given that
she is only a freshman at PC.
For Gallagher it capped o ff a
spectacular year that saw her finish

8- BY U ..............................

9.
10.
11.
12.
1313.
*5.

™ ‘be Bump Division.
7^ ° ° ,D udes “ d Bot

-gsr*5fri**'
. UUtoate Frisbee sees 1IS t a
J»«nt o f action on M onday,
^ « t o 8 . I 01U s th r a p to „ ,h^
“ V " 'J *
bill Garlitz
loun will meet with the 4_, A ad
freedom team.
J ^ h o u t a d o u b t, Acid is
freedom has made some enormous
F n J b .in tb e ta fe w .S S
source Says that this is due to the
brother/sistcr la m , Chris and
K ara C w rid o n w ho, over
Thanksgiving break received
“ lin e "H ow to Win w hen the
Refs Aren t Looking,” instructed

' After the first semester o f co-ed
volleyball, the leaders in each divi
sion are evident.
’86)thCir 0Wer brother Sean (PC
Ih the Net Division, the M irade
Legion and the Beach Bums are
t ' S H f u 1% £ t8 * !* for Acid's
team is Mark "Three Step" R ed,
undefeated. In close second are
Bump, Set and Spike,• Your W orse % and ilan "D isguised" DiArN ig h tm are; an d C a iS o rh ia * f i m f
9 ° 0 4 ' ,u ct
both

Z.Z.ZZ.314

WEN'S BASKETBALL

undefeated.

..

- 'M S

Kansas ST..................
>05
Arkansas.........
2U
u c l a ................... ;............
Nebraska..............
’
Iowa.......................
^
Vilianova....................
270
Stanford...............

“

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Continued from pg. 28
especially with th e play o f the
freshmen. “ They came in when we
really needed them to produce and
they really came through. Andrea
Played very well and Dottle really
played well under the boards. I’m
very pleased with the way that they
have been playing.”
Congratulations to Doris Sable
who was nam ed to the AIITourrtameht team fo r the second
tournament in a row, Burke who
was named M.V.P. o f the Tourna
ment and to all the rest o f the Lady
Friars for taking the championship
game o f the Tournament for the
first time since 1983-84. The Lady
Friars will host Seton Hall on Fri
day night at 7:00 in Alumni Hall
as they look to extend their winn
ing streak to five gam es..

Continued from pg. 28
outstanding play o f Billy
Tne Kid” on Saturday definitely
merited the praise o f his coach. He
led all scorers with 25 points, led
the Friars with 9 assists and played
every m inute o f the second half.
Donovan was one o f five Friars
scoring in double figures. Darryl
W right potired in 22 points,
shooting 8 for 8 from the floor.
Dave Kipfer was slightly less ac
curate, scoring 20 points while converting 8 o f 9 field goal attempts.
The Friars also recieved scoring
punch from their centers. Steve
W nght scored 14 while hauling
down 10 rebounds and freshman
Abdul Shamsid-Deen added 10
points.
- ■ Owens was the Rams’ leading
siSBrer with 21 points and finished
w th 10 assists. John Garrick with
15 and Bonzie Colsonand Garrick
with 12 each were the other URI
players in double figures.
*
^ ^ ^ y hc’osted the Friars to ■:
|<ft. th e previously i :
undefeated Rams with an Identical {
record.
,

NEED MONEY FOR
CHRISTMAS —

0 CASH /K
PAID 5p
K
r

for

COLLEGE
TEXTBOOKS*

OFF-CAMPUS BOOKSTORE

Store Hours
Mon.-Fri. £30 t i 7 PM
Saturday 9:30 to 5 PM
’ Latest editions only

1017 S M ITH S T R E E T
PROVIDENCE. R.l. 02908
LOCATED ON SMITH STREET ACROSS
FROM LASALLE ACADEMY

401 -861-6270

TO PC STUDENTS:
We wish you good luck in your exams
and a great Christmas.
Thank you for your support this
semester and be sure to check with us
before you purchase your textbooks
next semester. We can save you
money.
Staff Off-Campus Bookstore
P.S. We have Kris Kringle Hems In stock

m

PC

CHRISTMAS
FESTIVAL

“ BETTER THAN A
SHOPPING M ALL!”
OVER 100 VENDORS
AND CRAFTSMEN
Jewelry
Sporting Goods
Arts & Crafts, Toys
Clothing, Flowers
Cosmetics, and
Much Much Morel!)

Listen to WDOM to win
$100 at the Christmas Festival
Continuous Entertainment
*Special Appearance from
WHJY’s Carolyn Fox*
* WDOM Broadcasting
91.3 FM

FOOD PAVILION
Pizza, Fried Dough
Nachos With Cheese
Meatball & Sausage
Grinders
Clam Chowder
Hot Pretzels

AUCTION — 2 PM SAT,
Student Slaves: Marc Seguin, Bill Creamer,
James Mongey; Home Cooked Dinner With
Dean Gemma, Racquetball Game With Fr.
Quigley, 2 Red Sox Tickets, Haxton's Liquor
Basket, 12 Red Roses, 3 Month "Accent On
Fitness" Club Membership, and Much
Morel 11

SATURDAY:
Tricia Small...................................
11 /\M
Timi Muessle................................................ 1p m
Auction.......................................................... 2 PM
Pep Band.................................
4 pm

SUNDAY:
Cheerleading Exhibition................
11 AM
Karen Decubelis (Aerobics)...........12:30 PM
Mary Coleman..............................
1 pm
Pastoral Council Foijk Group..............1:30 PM
Pep B and ............. j.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. 2PM
Tim Meis..........................
2:30 PM
Tom Sm ith.....:............
3;30 PM

DUNKING BOOTH
Dunk Your Favorite Faculty & Friends

AT THE
PETERSON REC.
CENTER
Saturday, Dec. 13
Sunday, Dec. 14
10 AM to 5 PM
(BOTH DAYS)

Fr. Barron

Bill "Punt ’em" Giblon '87
Mark "Ham Seguin'87
. Paul "Stretch" Nelson '90

Br. Kevin

Tom "Body” Kaplanes'90
Jane "Bikini" O'Connor '87

Dr. Barbour

BHI "Big Shot" Cre®mer '87.
"Barnacle" Bill Garlitz '87

In Part To Benefit Meeting St. School

M

1*« Cwrt. f h „ . |

u
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It’s Just A Game
By Kristin Guzzi

•opened up the Giants’ pagame. In any event, the Gi
Ip the eyes o f Giants fahs, Sun- P™ 5 Proven they can domi
days game versus the Redskins wass either by rushing, passing or b
a great game,-but the scoreboardj
° n Sunday the Giants’ inci
doesn-t begin to tell the complete. We defense showed their o
stoiiy. In a deceivingly close 24^4[ whelming dominance, With
!_ Giants’ many defensive weap<
Jay Schroeder was under const
pressure, limiting his time to i
an open man, As a result, he e
ed up throwingmany passes aw
6 o f which were intercepted by
Giants.
'
• 7
The Giants’ - most import!
Oiapts victory, there is little doubt
-weapon is Lawrence Taylor, w
remaining in any fans mind as to
turned in another spectacui
who is the best in the NFC. With
peroformance. Not only did
two!weeks left in the regular
have 3 sacks himself, he fore
September prediction
four others, proving he is the mt
that the Giants would be a Super
dominant defensive player in t
Bowl team is becoming a reality
When you look at both games
Right now the Giants are ridit
Uus season between the Giants and
mgn on a seven game winnii
Skins], it is obvious that the Giants
streak and should extend it to nil
« e the superior team. In week 8,
by seasons end. Their last two n
the Giants prevailed 27-20 while
mammg games
ag ^,
(
Joe Morris led the way by rushing
the NFL s weaker teams, St. Loui
for 181 yards. The game was
and Green Bay both o f whom nnu
dominated by the Giants rushing
travel to the Meadowlands.
game as Morris and Co. made the
skins defense look like it was full
d ^ aiSed J ? " tb e 2 Previou
o f holes.
Kedskins-Giants matchups and thg f ' 14 tt'eeks- * would hope m]
Contrary to Week 8, Sundays
game consisted primarily o f Phil j fellow columnist, Mr. Archer j!
ashamed o f himself for makinj
Simms’ passing attack. As Simms
some of the unfavorable comment!
passed for 265 yards and 3
and poor predictions he has made
touchdowns the Giants offensive
all season long. At this point it is
line continued to frustrate Dexter
safe to say the Giants are for real
Manley and the rest o f the Skins
ami are capable o f ginning the big;
defense.
It sejemed as though the Skins’
preoccupation o f stopping Morris
-

Kristin
Guzzi
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Pkoto by Joe G ain*.
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PRO FESSION AL E Y E CARE

--

- Quality and Service______

N A T U R A L I D A IL Y
.™ T
"E A R
by Bausch

& Lomb

C IR A

-o p A "

"SOfTCOLOflS" St° „ N
bv CIBA
by Bau#ch
CrystsJbhj*, Aqua,
«■ Lomb
Jad.. Saw*. Etc.
Fitting & Instroction.$25

{EXTENDED
W EAR
j

8:30 am • 7 pm
Saturday* * Sundays i *

ClMrorTint
BainchSLomb
lochjde*:

• Nearsighted
.
• Rttiog & (nstruction«l2S
oon«$25
( A A A A

East Side
TYPING
SERVICE.

!
.f
S

T*m Papers . Resumes ■I w Im ss

-etter* 50 ceats each in quantities
Open 7 Days
1*0 Angeti Street
4 2 1-70M

j

wia oa Safaris? as he seantf
. (C ow l p h o to by W att Doofcy)

l$7Q95 $1095 *99;?
I

/
—

1v

y

£2r

Required FoUow-Up

-----------------V ititt (Extra)

j

i^VISION

HOUSE FOR RENT
NEAR P.C.

l ^ “p RG« S «
•°P » » W e» .

C»M 2 7 4 - 1 3 2 8 'e v e s )

1986-87
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1986 Fighting Friar Graduating Seniors

Top row, left to right: J e ff Ofgant, Vincent MiliteUo, Tim Parker,
Darren D arcy, M ark Tarpey, Vincent Porcaso. Bottom row, left to

right: Bill Giblin, Joseph Sanguillo, Kevin Delane, David Fogarty.
(Cowl photo by M att Dooley)

Greyhound
presents
a simple lesson
in econom ics.
Introducing the Greyhound Student Discount fare.
Learn how easy it is to get away when
you go Greyhound.
Right now, Greyhound is offering a
new Student Discount program. Which
means you .get a big $25 off the price of any
Greyhound round-trip, maximum-fare;
ticket, $15 off any round-trip ticket costing
$7 5 or more and $5 off any round-trip
ticket costing $45 or more.
Just bring the attached coupon along
with your current college I.D. card to your
local Greyhound Ticket Agent for details.
With a price this low, it’s time you got
off campus . With a Greyhound Student
Discount fare;
Greyhound* 1 SabinStreef751-8800

Gut out the coupon and
j cut out of town.
With the Greyhound Student Discount fare, you’ll
receive $25 off the price of any maximum-fare , round-trip
ticket; $15 off any round-trip ticket costing $75 or more;
and $5 off any round-trip ticket costing $45 or more.
Simply bring this coupon and your current college
I .D . card to the Greyhound ticket location in your town.
■ Ofler good for college students only. Not;valid for (ravel I1/2M16 lhrough.il/3Q/86and
12/23/86 through 12227/86. No other discounts apply. Ticketstie nontransferable. Offer
valid on sales originating from selected locations. Askyoui Greyhound Ticket Agent for
_ detai|s. Offer expires February 1,1987.
"j
.

+ GO GREYHOUND
M Jm & m leave the d riv in g to us!
Current college 11) will be required for ticket purchase and at the time ofuse.
Ticketsgood for travel only ihrough +1/87. Some restrictions apply. See Greyhound
for compete details Prices subject to change without nonce. C 1986Greyhound Lines, Inc.
Providence

. 1906 25
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Lady Friars Place
Third in Iowa Tourney
The Lady Friars basketball team
opened the season over Thanksgiv
ing break by placing third in the
Amana-Hawkeye Classic in Iowa.
PC opened Saturday, losing a hard
fought 86-70 contest to third rank
ed Tennessee.
The Lady Friars came out
strong, pressing their overconfident
opponent, and took an early 7-2
lead.
A lth o u g h
Tennessee
underestimated the Lady Friars,
they were able to use their superior
depth to take a slim five point
halftime lead, 37-32.
The Lady Friars hung tough
throughout the second half and the
game was closer than the final score
indicated. Mary Burke and Doris
Sable led the Lady Friars with 13
points apiece. Coach Foley was
pleased with his team’s perfor
mance, especially the play of
freshmen Andrea Magnum arid
Dottie Van Gheem.
Andrea Scored 11 points and
grabbed a team high 7 rebounds in
a solid 28 minute performance;
Dottie added 9 points and 6 re
bounds in just 9 minutes of play.
Coach Foley felt that playing a
team of Tennessee’s caliber early in
the season would be beneficial.
‘‘Playing Tennessee was a good
learning experience. They are an
extrem ely good team with
unbelievable depth. By playing
such a strong team, we see exactly

where we stand as a team. So many
teams begin their seasons with
creampuffs, but we feel that play
ing strong teams now will help us
down the road.”
The Lady Friars met BU the next
afternoon in the consolation game
and this time came up with a 74-60
victory. The team was plagued with
foul trouble throughout the game.
Mary Burke, Doris Sable and
Sheila Harrity were all in foul trou
ble early in the second half, Mary
fouled out with seven iininutes
remaining.
Coach Foley.rat th a t depth was
key to the victory. ‘‘When they got
into foul trouble early, I had to
turn to the bench and they came
through.”
When Coach Foley turned to the
bench, he found Doreen Ferguson
who scored 12 points and pulled
dow n 12 reb ounds. A ndrea
Magnum and Helen Jesse were also
called on to fill in an d responded
with solid performances.
Congratulations goes out to Doris
Sable who was named to the AllTournament team. Doris scored a
team high 28 points in the tourna
ment while pulling down 11 re
bounds. Although the Lady Friars
were defeated by Tennessee, they
played well enough to show that
they deserve a national ranking.
The Lady Friars gave Tennessee a
much tougher game than did eighth
ranked Iowa which was crushed by
Tennessee 76-40 in the champion
ship, game.
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Men’s Basketball Drops Fleet
Final But Crushes Crusaders
oyer Xavier of Ohio set up the 10th
Following the game, AH Tourna
Fleet Basketball Classic Champion
ment Team Honors and TouraErnie " P o p ” Lewis’ eight 3
ship between Providence and the
ment Most Valuable Player Honors
Golden Hurricane Of Tulsa Univer
were awarded.
point field goals and six rebounds
sity on Saturday, November 2?th
led the Friars to a victory over
The A ll-Tournam ent Team
at the Providence -Civic Center.
American University on Friday
members were Donovan, Moss,
November 28th in the first round
and Moore from Tulsa and Byron
Tulsa relied heavily upon for
ward David Moss who shot 4 for
o f (he Tenth Fleet Basketball
Larkin and Stan Kimbrough from
classic at the Providence Civic
6 from 3 point range and 7 fori 13 - Xavier.
Center.
from 2 point range en route to his
The Tournament MVP award
went
^American University’s
game high 26 poipts.
The Providence back court, suf
fering from injuries and ineligibili
Tracy Moore, tfje other half; o f i Frank Ross Whose 64 points set an
all-time tournament scoring record.
ty, accounted for 52 percent of the
the Golden Hurrichne’s M andj M
boys, added another 20 points as
Friar scoring as. Billy Donovan had
In action at the Hart Center at
Tulsa haded the Friars; their first
26points and Lewis had 28.
Holy Cross on Tuesday December
: loss o f the season, 82*74.
i
Donovan ran the offensive with
2, P rovidence dropped the
perfection as he collected 11 assists,
The major factor behind the
Crusaders 90-65 and upped the
most of which came as a direct
Providence loss seemed to be
Friar record to 2-1.
result of his six rebounds and two
j fafigued Donovan (78 minutes in
Once again, Donovan paced the
steals.
two nights) and Lewis (72 minuties)
PC offense with 4 for 5 3-point
saw no relief from the bench and
T he F riar fro n tc o u rt ws
shooting and 25 total points. His
bolstered by center Steve Wright
. could n ot produce offensively (he
six assists were a Friar high.
who shot 5 for 8 from the field and
way they are capable o f producing.
Steve Wright had one o f his best
collected twelve points. Dave
collegiate games as he played with
; “ Until Delray (Brooks) is eligi
Kipfer also shot well from the field
confidence and intensity under the
ble and until Carlton, Sireen is
as his eleven points came on 4 for : healthy, your’e going to see a very
boards. Wright shot 7 for 8 from
6 field goal shooting.
the field as he scored 14 points and
tired Billy Donovan on that court,”
com m ented Providence Head
In addition to the play of Wright
collected four rebounds in just 17
Coach Rick Pitino jifter the ganie.
and Kipfer, freshm en Abdul
minutes o f playing time.
Shamsid-Deen and Marty Conlon
Lewis and Donovan Were able to
Kipfer scored his season high of
came off the bench to grab 5 re
continue their playmaking roles
thirteen points and also had eight
bounds each.
.however, as Lewis had 7 assists and
rebounds.
American's backcourt tandem of {{Donovan had six, I
Providence shot 48.5 percent
Frank Ross (31 points, 8 rebounds)
Darryl Wright was the leading
from 2-point range and 54.5 per
and Chuck West (22 points', 9 re
Friar Scorer with 19 points despite
cent from 3-poinl range while Ho
bounds) led the Eagles offensive at
shooting only 37 percent from 2
ly Cross was 58.5 percent from
tack but the teams overall 39,5 per
point range, Steve Wright added
2-point range and only 25 percent
cent field.goal shooting ledt them
another 15 points and grabbed as
from 3-point range.
on the losing end o f a 104-82 score.
Providence high 9 rebounds (6
defensive, 3 offensive).
A Friday night Tulsa victory
by Sean Sweeney

Men Harriers Place
22nd at NCAA’s
by Sean Feeley

Store W right’s 14 points and 10 rebounds led P C to a win over URI
last Saturday. (Photo by M att Dooley)

Men’s Hockey Recap
by Janice Simoneau
Tim Sweeney’s power play goal
at 12:08 in the second period pro
ved to be the game wihner as
Boston College went on to defeat
the Friars 6-2 on November 21.
Early in the second period with
three* P C players and two PC
players in the penalty box, Boston
College’s Tim Sweeney brok.e the
scoreless tie. After only 19 seconds,
the Boston College Eagles’ Ken
Hodge scored when each team Was
shorthanded a player.
The Friars first goal o f the game
came at 7:42 in the second period
when Dave Guden received a pass
from Tom Fitzgerald and John
Butterworth. In the middle o f the
second period Gord Cruickshank
got a five minute major penalty for
high sticking. This penalty caused
him to miss the third period as'well
as the BU game o* 'November 25.
The next goal was by Sweeney on
a power play when the Eagles
secured their lead to make it 3-1.
Chris Stapleton improved their lead
with a scoring shot from Sweeney
on another power play.
Sweeney again beat the Friars by
scoring 5 minutes into-the third
period on a pass from Craig Jan-t
ney and Dan Shea. Boston Col
lege’s final goal came with 5
minutes left in the game when Janney single handedly scored for their
sixth goal. Providence College’s
Luke Vitale added their second
goal on a pass from Andy
Calcione.

by Janice Simoneau
Providence College’s Friars
trounced the Boston University’s
Terriers in a 6-3 win on November
25.
7:34 into the game freshman
Tom Fitzgerald scored his third
goal o f the season by beating Ter
rier goalie Deraney. At the end of
the first period Captain John
Cullen o f BU caught a pass from
teamate E d Lpwney to tie the game

Following a third-place finish in
IC4A’s a week before, the Friar
harriers traveled to Tusoonj
Arizona fof Ihe Men’s NCAA
Cross Country Championship oh
November 24. Unfortunately, PC
seemed a bit worn put (quite
understandable after a tpugh quali
fying race a t the lC4A’s) and
finished in 22nd place in the coun
try with 532 points.
‘‘The lC4A’s just took too much ;
out o f us the week before; we never
fully recovered,” commented Friar
Coach Ray Treacy.
Junior Mark Keller, as he did all
season, led the pack for Providence
with a 110th place showing in
32:56.23. Ed Hanratty was next fo f
the PC men w ith 120th place qver
the 10,000 meter course.

D IV IS IO N 1
Freshaman Bill Mullaney was,
the third finisher for the Friar con
tingent in 128th place. John Duggan(142nd),
’
Keiron
T um bleton(161st) and Jofiri
Evans(l 66th) wrapped up the Pro
vidence finishers.
poach Treacy was not upset Iby
the team’s performance, however.
“ Our goal going into this year, Was
to make the NCAA’s and w edid,”
he-said,“next year we will have
everyone coming back and hope to
improve on this years finish.”
The University o f Arkansas
dominated the field and won the
team title with 69 points. Dart
mouth and Boston University
finished second and third
respectively.

M e n 's C r o s s C o u n try
Team Results
1. Arkansas .............
2. Dartmouth...................
3. B.U ..................................
4. Oregon...........................
5. Colorado........................
’6. Arizona........................
7. Illinois........ ;..............
8. Florida...........................
9. Texas........................
10 N. A rizona......... .......
U ..U .C . Irvine/,..............
M N.C. State..-;
13. Wisconsin..... ..............
14. Tennesse.......................
15. Nebraska..... ................
16. Wyoming.....................
17 Penn St............. ..........
18 Army.........................
19. Bucknell.......................
20 Purdue........ ...............
21 Kansas S t....................
22. Providence...................

69
. 141
.147
.1 8 5
.1 9 5
. 224

ptspis.
pts.
pts
pis
pts.

253 pis
.254 pts.
...2<£pts.
.2 8 1 pts.
...2 9 9 pts
..3)6 pts
.329 pts.
338 pts.
...345 pis.
...358 pts
.360 pu
. 446 pts.
.460 pts.
...474 pis.
...532 PU.

1- 1.

Freshman Joe DiGiacpmp got
bis first goal as a Friar in the mid
dle o f the second period on a pass
from Andy Mattice. Less than two
minutes later Rick Bennett pushed
: the PC lead to 3-1 oh a power play
sho’ from Perry Florio. Quickly
fo lk wing Bennett’s goal, BUtried
to catch up with a goal to make the
score 3-2.
D uring th e third, period,
sophomore John Butterworth stole
the puck from the Terrier zone and skated single handedly to lengthen
the lead. With only two minutes
left in the game three goals were
scored. The first by Senior Andy
Calcione with assists from Mattice
and Lance Nelson.
With only twenty-four seconds
left BU tried to improve their score
with a goal by Kelfer to make it
53. But 12 seconds later, Mike
Flanagan clinched the game with a
shot on BU’s open net for a final
6- 3 win.
TW * • ’! k o e k ty i c m M m M Borten U o h m ily . 4-3. m N o v tah cr 25. (Photo h> M ad Dooiey)
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Providence College is an active member of the National Collegiate Athletic Association.
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Burke Leads Providence to Championship in
8th Annual Lady Friars Coca- Cola Classic
by Sieve Slattery
“ T he team show ed real
character.” That was Coach Bob
Foley’s comment on his team’s
come from behind victory in the
championship game o f the 8th an
nual Coca-Cola Lady Friars Invita
tional Tournament that was played
this weekend.
The Lady Friars reached the
championship game against Miami
o f Ohio by crushing the Universi
ty o f Delaware 90-58 on Saturday
afternoon. The Lady Friars came
out with a full court press which the
Delaware team had difficulty
handeling. The Lady Friars jumped
out to an 18-6 lead at the 15:00
minute mark of the first half and
never looked: back. Coach Foley
was able to use his subs for much
o f the half as the Lady Friars held
a commanding 20 point lead for
most o f the half and went into the
locker room with a 43-21 lead.
Any fears o f a let-up by the
Friars was quickly put to reast as
they opened the second half with
a 14-4 run in the first three minutes
o f the half. Poris Sable (16 points),
Mary Burke <14 points), Diann
Reynolds (14 points) and Doreen
Ferguson (1 i points) led the balanc
ed Friar scoring attack shich saw
every player score.
Sunday the Lady Friars showed
the character which Coach Foley
praised as they fought to a come
from behind 102-91 victory over
Miami o f Ohio in the champion
ship game. Miami reached the
championship have by virtue o f a
68-57 victory over Florida A&M on
Saturday afternoon.

The Lady Friars came out flat
and if not for the sparkling play of
Burke, the Lady Friars°may have
been blown out by Miami. Burke
and Sable accounted for 31 o f the
Friars 46 points as Burke put on a
shooting clinic. Besides having o f - '
fensive problems, the Lady Friars
were giving Miami uncontested:
outside shots which Miami con
tinuously hit. The Lady Friars were
lucky to enter the second half trail
ing by only three points as they
didn’t seem to by mentally in the
game. Coach Foley was positive
about the situation because he
knew his players could make-up
three points.
“ I told them that all we needed
to d o to win was execute the basics,
that meant playing tough man-toman defense. We also discussed the
fact that we were playing this game
for Diann Reynolds, who suffered
the loss o f her father Saturday
night. The girls had dedicated the
game to Diann and at halftime they
told each other that they were go
ing to win this game.” The Lady
Friars were down 60-54 at the 15:00
minute mark when they began a
21-8 run which would give them the
lead for good. Mary scored 8 o f her
career high 43 points during this six
minute stretch. Mary broke the
Lady Friars record for points in a
single game which had been
established.
Mary was aided by Doris Sable
who scored 18 points and dished
out 5 assists and by Andrea
Magnum who scored 10 points and
grabbed 7 rebounds. Coach Foley
was pleased by Kis team’s play and
Continued on pg. 22

Burke, shown here In action earlier this season again# Tennessee, set a new Lady Friar single
game scoring record on Sunday against Miami of Ohio when she scored 43 points.

Balanced Friar Scoring
Stops Undefeated Rams
PC ’clawed its way back eaph time
and the half ended with the score
knotted at 45.
. v
The 99th confrontation between
PC’s second half dominance was
intrastate rivals Providence College
rooted in hard nosed defense
' and the University o f Rhode Island
against Garrick and Owens and a
was played with an intensity which
stretch o f 15 unanswered points
physically and mentally drained
which began with seven minutes to
coaches, players and fans from
pjay.
both sides. A few incidents at
After combining for 27 points in
testing to the high emotional level
the first half, Garrick and Owens
o f this contest were these:
could only manage 6 in the se
•Providence coach Rick Pitino,
cond. Garrick was held scoreless
after his point guard Billy Donovan
and D onovan limited Owens to 3
was called for an offensive foul,
field goals in a matchup o f two of
tore o ff hjs sport coatjwhile argu
the premiere point guards in the
ing with the official and was charg
East.
ed with a technical.
While the Friar defense shut
*URI guard Jimmy Christian took
down the Rams its offense worked
a swing at Darryl Wright after the
the ball down low to the big men
whistle had blown but, no fight
for easy scores. During the 15-0
ensued.
spurt “ We went inside 6 out o f 8
•The Phantom Friar, While making
trips down the floor and got
his trek aroynd the Civic Center
layups,'’ commented Pitino.
floor, was accosted $y student*
,f Daring tins burst the Fridrs got
from URI and had to be rescued by ■ ,6 points from Dave Kipfer, 5 from
P C A th letic D irecto r Lou
.Donovan, 2 from Darryl Wright
Lamoriello.
and 2 from Steve W right, turning
*‘This was a great college basket
a 72-70 deficit into a 13 point lead.
ball game,” Pitino said when the
With a double digit lead and the
final buzzer had sounded.
ball in the capable hands of
For the fan who likes to see a fast
D onovan the Friars' lead was
paced, high scoring shootout this
secure. Donovan dribbled out the
certainly was a great game as the
clock and converted 6 o f 6 free
Friars came away with a 100-90 victhrows down the stretch.
.tory over the upset minded Rams.
Pitino compared his senior guard
The first h alf was characterized
to the best in the nation after the
by poor free throw shooting by
game.
both squads. The Rams were 19 of
“ Billy Donovan is every bit as
28 from the charity stripe during
good as Steve Alford” (Indiana’s
the first -20 minutes while the Friars
highly regarded playmaker). “ If 1
sank 12 o f 21.
was with the Knicks now. I’d draft
URI built leads o f six points
him in the first round.”
twice upon the scoring punch of
Continued on pg. 22
Carlton Owens and Tom Garick.
by Scott Corrigan
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Young Friars Growing Up Quickly
by P al Nero
PC’s men’s ice hockey team saw
its’ modest three game unbeaten
streak snapped last Saturday night
in Marquette, Michigan. After vic
tories over Boston University and
Michigan Tech as well as a tie with
BU the Friars lost to Northern
Michigan, 6-4.
S atu rd ay nig h t N orthern
Michigan jumped out to a 3-0 first
period lead and held on for the
win. The Friars made a game o f it
when they got tw o early second
period goals. Freshman Rick Bennet and senior Andy Calcione beat

Wildcat goalie Mike Jeffrey. Five
mindtejs later Northern got one
bgck when Eric LeMarque slid one
past-Friar netminder Matt Merten.
jE^rly in the third period NMU
cashed in on a power play and
regained their three goal advan
tage. PC gave it one last shot when
T om Fitzgerald an d G ord
Cruickshank scored within three
minutes of each other. The rally fell
short and Dave Porter iced for the
Cats with a goal four seconds
before the end o f the game.
Friday night the Friars faced
their first WCHA game of the
season against Michigan Tech in

Houghton, Michigan. Aftei spot
ting ’Tech; to a l - 0 lead the'Friars
scored four unanswered goals to
take the game 4-1. Bennet tipped
in a Joe DiGiacamoslap shot and
Shawn Whitham connected on a
blast from the point for a 2-1 PC
lead. After a scoreless second
period Andy Mattice gave the
Friars a two goal lead at 8:23 o f the
final period. Fitzgerald added an
empty netter with just over a
minute remaining.
The weekend western split leaves
the Friars at 4-8-1 and in a fourth
place tie with BU in Hockey East.

